1. Preamble {#sec0005}
===========

The management of acute ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction (STEMI) has rapidly evolved worldwide during the last two decades with the better understanding of the need for early reperfusion and protocol based pharmacotherapy. Despite global agreement on most issues related to the management of STEMI, wide discrepancies exist in implementation of Western guidelines in most of the developing world. The need has been felt that every country and society should adopt the existing scientific data, in combination with local limitations and strengths, and develop protocols that work best in their community.

India, home to the world's second largest population, is a country with extreme diversity in terms of geography, race, culture, literacy, infrastructure and economy. All these factors pose serious challenges in the management of acute diseases like STEMI. It is an important responsibility of the medical fraternity, policy makers and all concerned stake-holders to provide the best available therapeutic options in equitable fashion based on the current knowledge and available evidences. It is in this spirit that Cardiological Society of India (CSI) decided to involve leading experts of India, to prepare this 'Position Statement for the Management of STEMI in India'.

1.1. Historical background {#sec0010}
--------------------------

Nearly 3 million STEMI are estimated to occur in India per year. First attempt towards development of STEMI management protocols in India was done in the year 2011.[@bib0005] Recently a consensus statement has been published jointly by STEMI-INDIA, CSI and Association of Physicians of India (API).[@bib0010] The concept of "spoke and hub" has been highlighted in this document, which is based on the distance of the place from where the patient is commuting and the location of the primary, secondary or tertiary care centres. But since the whole concept revolved around few locations in India which were having advantages in terms of logistics and infrastructure, there have been challenges in it's universal application in our diversified country.

1.2. Magnitude of the problem {#sec0015}
-----------------------------

As per World Health Organisation (WHO) data, the Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) prevalence continues to rise in India with rapid 'epidemiological transition'. It has already surpassed communicable diseases as the major cause of mortality in India. It has been projected that between 1990 and 2020, there will be 117% and 105% rise in mortality from CAD in men and women respectively in India.[@bib0015]

The rising incidence of CAD in young Indians is of particular concern. The incidence of CAD in young population in Western countries is 2--5%, whereas it is 11--16% in Asian Indians.[@bib0020] In a study of ethnic differences in patients with Myocardial Infarction(MI) in England, it was observed that young Indians had ten times more risk of developing MI as compared to the white population.[@bib0025] We have old as well as recent data, especially the registries from different regions of India viz. Himachal Pradesh from North, Assam from North East (NE), Kerala and Chennai from South and multi-city, multi- hospital CREATE Registry.[@bib0030], [@bib0035], [@bib0040], [@bib0045] The inferences are quite alarming: patients of acute coronary syndrome (ACS) in India have a higher proportion of STEMI as compared to developed countries. Most of these patients are from poor socio-economic status, have delayed presentation, are less likely to get evidence-based treatments and have greater 30-day mortality. Reducing the time to reach hospital and offering affordable optimal therapy could reduce morbidity and mortality.

1.3. Challenges in management of STEMI in India {#sec0020}
-----------------------------------------------

Economic and geographic diversities along with infrastructural differences make the management of STEMI in India both challenging and discrepant. If this is combined with the high volume of STEMI patients, a very serious picture emerges.

India is labelled as upper low income economy country with a small section of society in the upper socio-economic strata, 18% of the population is in the middle income group category and the rest are in the low or very low income category. It has six metro cities and more than thirty big cities, mostly state capitals, which have world class healthcare facilities. But a vast majority of population lives in villages and smaller towns where only basic primary healthcare is available. Besides, there are many big and small townships, located in the hilly areas, on the sea sides, deltas or in deserts. Infrastructures especially transport systems and hospitals with modern facilities are far from optimal in these remote townships.

The health care in India is the reflection of mixed economy. Only 20% of the population has the affordability to take proper medical care either with government supported schemes or private insurance. The total spending on healthcare is around 4.6% of GDP in India which is much lesser than countries like USA (17.1%), UK (9.1%) and China (5.5%). The government contribution to healthcare is further lower i.e., around 2% of GDP and even this spending is utilized mainly for primary healthcare and communicable diseases. In this scenario, it is not difficult to understand the challenges in delivery of modern evidence based management of STEMI to the majority of the population.[@bib0015]

1.4. Aims and limitations of this statement {#sec0025}
-------------------------------------------

The committee constituted by CSI, involved expert cardiologists from across India. The idea was to provide a single document for the entire country that combines the latest scientific information with practical solutions to the common problems specific to our country. However, the main limitations in developing any such recommendations for India remain the lack of large volume of local data and the heterogenous nature of the healthcare delivery system.

The purpose of this position statement is recommendatory in nature and carries no statutory status.

2. Epidemiology of STEMI in India {#sec0030}
=================================

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the number one cause of death in India and accounted for approximately 21% of deaths in the year 2010, with 10% of all deaths occurring due to CAD. The Global Burden of Disease study estimate of age-standardized CVD death rate is 272 per 100 000 in Indian population, which is higher than the global average of 235 per 100 000 population. The WHO estimated that with the current burden of CVD, India would lose \$237 billion from the loss of productivity and spending on health care over a 10-year period (2005--2015).[@bib0050]

European scenario assumes that every sixth man and every seventh woman will die from MI. Data from many European nations show different incidences of STEMI in various registries. The most comprehensive data comes from the Swedish registry where the reported incidence is 66 STEMI/100 000 per year. Similar figures are also reported from Belgium and Czech Republic.[@bib0055], [@bib0060] Data from the US also shows similar figures. US estimate nearly 500,000 STEMI events per year according to the NRMI-4 registry.[@bib0065] Incidence of Non-STEMI is increasing and appears to be more than STEMI.[@bib0070]

In India, the trends are worse compared to Western nations. About 30 million individuals in India have CAD.[@bib0075] In 2004, WHO reported CVD death rates for all ages as 174.7 per 100,000 in Britain, 178.8 per 100,000 in US, 279.5 per 100,000 in China, and 381.5 per 100,000 in India.[@bib0050] A study done in Karnataka supported the well established fact that the mean age of occurrence of STEMI in Indians is 5--10 years lower than Western population.[@bib0080] This is due to numerous risk factors like hypertension, high cholesterol, low HDL cholesterol, diabetes, truncal obesity and many genetic factors.

The INTERHEART-South Asia study identified eight coronary risk factors--abnormal lipids, smoking, hypertension, diabetes, abdominal obesity, psychosocial factors, low fruit and vegetable consumption, and lack of physical activity. These eight factors accounted for 89% of the cases of all acute MI in Indians. Further scrutiny of the INTER-HEART study revealed that Indians who developed STEMI had lower LDL cholesterol levels than others in the study. They also had lower HDL cholesterol. ApoB/ApoA1 showed the strongest association with the risk of acute MI in Indians.[@bib0085] This shows that Indians deserve a separate consensus in the management of ACS as there are many unknown factors at play.

Though there are no large registries like those maintained in Western countries, we can extrapolate data and latest trends from the few but significant registries like the CREATE registry, KERALA ACS registry, OASIS −2,DEMAT registry,NE registry and Himachal Pradesh Registry.[@bib0030], [@bib0035], [@bib0040], [@bib0045], [@bib0090], [@bib0095]

2.1. Presentation of ACS patients as STEMI {#sec0035}
------------------------------------------

The CREATE registry showed that 60% of ACS are constituted by STEMI, while in Kerala ACS registry STEMI constituted only 40% of all patients. In many international registries, STEMI constitutes one third of all ACS patients. The Kerala ACS Registry had a similar proportion of men as with the other Indian ACS registries but had a higher proportion of men compared with the National Cardiovascular Data Registry in the US, Euro Heart Survey ACS II registry in Europe and GRACE registry. [@bib0100], [@bib0105], [@bib0110]

2.2. Case fatality rates in India {#sec0040}
---------------------------------

In-hospital mortality rate for STEMI in the Kerala ACS Registry (8.2%) was higher than GRACE (7%) and Euro Heart Survey ACS II (6%), but similar to CREATE (8.6%), which included mortality over 30 days.[@bib0040], [@bib0045], [@bib0105], [@bib0110] The observed in-hospital mortality rates in the Kerala ACS Registry are similar to those expected after calculating average GRACE Risk Scores, ranging from 0.6 to 7% under plausible estimates of age, heart rate, systolic blood pressure, serum creatinine, Killip classification, ST segment deviation, and cardiac biomarkers.

2.3. Delayed presentation time {#sec0045}
------------------------------

It is well established that prompt diagnosis and treatment can reduce mortality, improve prognosis and reduce the duration of hospital stay in patients with STEMI. Reperfusion therapy should be started as soon as possible and preferably within 90 min from first medical contact (FMC). However, the total ischemic time (time between symptom onset and reperfusion therapy) is the most important factor to achieve the best possible outcome for the patient.[@bib0115] Whatever the choice of reperfusion therapy, patient decision time to seek medical help is crucial. In India various registries have shown trends of late presentation ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).

2.4. Reperfusion strategies are underutilized {#sec0050}
---------------------------------------------

Reperfusion is the key strategy in acute STEMI care and it is time dependent. Shortening the time from symptom to reperfusion and choosing the optimal reperfusion strategy for STEMI patients are great challenges in practice. Thrombolytic therapy and primary Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) are two commonly used reperfusion strategies and they are conventionally viewed as mutually exclusive alternative therapeutic modalities. Thrombolysis in the setting of STEMI diagnosis was lower in the Kerala ACS Registry than in CREATE as well as GRACE registry.[@bib0040], [@bib0110] Thrombolysis was used in 41% of STEMI patients, however when used,it was generally very prompt with less than one-third patient exceeding the door to needle times of more than 30 min.

Nearly half of the STEMI patients received some form of reperfusion (thrombolysis, PCI or CABG). Primary PCI in STEMI has been proven worldwide as the gold standard of treatment by way of establishing high percentage of complete and lasting reperfusion. However, this treatment modality is available to a very small proportion of STEMI patients in India.

One of the most worrisome factors in the management of STEMI is inappropriate diagnosis and thrombolysis. For instance, in the Kerala ACS registry[@bib0045] 19% of NSTEMI and 10% of unstable angina patients also received thrombolysis. This is much higher than what is reported in the Western population (2.5--5%).[@bib0130] It is worrisome that such a practice was reported from Kerala, which is one of the most advanced states in managing ACS in India. Such inappropriate thrombolysis increases in-hospital mortality and major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE). Kerala ACS registry reported that inappropriate thrombolysis was more common in rural, non-teaching and low volume centres. Unfortunately, these centres are more likely to handle the bulk of STEMI care in a vast country like India.

2.5. Practice pattern and guideline adherence {#sec0055}
---------------------------------------------

Antiplatelet agents, anticoagulants, statins, β-blockers and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors(ACEIs)/angiotensin receptor blockers(ARBs)(in ACEI intolerant patients) have been shown to reduce the risk of death and other MACE when given to patients with STEMI. In a secondary analysis of the Kerala ACS Registry, optimal in-hospital and discharge medical care, defined as receiving aspirin, clopidogrel, β-blocker, statin, and heparin (in-hospital only), were delivered in 40% and 46% of admissions, respectively. Wide variability in both in-hospital and discharge medical care was present across the range of participating hospitals, with few participating hospitals reporting consistently high (greater than 90% levels) optimal medical care ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}).[@bib0135], [@bib0140] In fact, patients who received optimal in-hospital medical care had a 21% lower rate of in-hospital MACE and a trend toward lower in-hospital death rates. Rural, non-academic hospitals were less likely to provide both in-hospital and discharge optimal medical care. There were similarities in receiving optimal in-hospital and discharge medical care from hospitals with or without cardiologists.

The CREATE investigators have not reported analyses evaluating pharmaco-therapy for patients with ACS.[@bib0040] The use of β-blocker and statins were lower, however use of ACE-I/ARB rates were higher in CREATE compared with the Kerala ACS Registry[@bib0045].

Post discharge rates of optimal medical care in the outpatient setting are unfortunately even lower. Data from the Prospective Urban Rural Epidemiology registry (PURE) suggest that less than half of patients with prevalent CVD take ≥1 medication for secondary prevention.[@bib0145]

2.6. Socioeconomic status and outcomes {#sec0060}
--------------------------------------

CREATE registry described variability in ACS care in India across socioeconomic status (SES).[@bib0040] Patients with a lower SES were less likely to undergo coronary angiography, PCI, and CABG and were less likely to receive medications for secondary prevention. These differences were associated with a significant 2.7% absolute higher 30-day mortality in the poorest group compared to the richest group, though no differences were seen in the rates of re-infarction or stroke. These differences in mortality were abolished after adjusting for CAD risk factors, location of infarct and treatments, suggesting that better treatment of established CAD offers an opportunity to improve outcome. The differences in mortality across SES in India are not due to differences in risk factors, but almost entirely attributed to differences in treatments and related factors. Because more poor patients might have died before reaching hospital, the actual mortality is likely to be higher than reported here and the difference across SES might be more pronounced. If all patients had access to similar health care facilities, reached hospital rapidly, and received similar treatments, mortality would be reduced, especially for patients in the lower SES.[@bib0150]

2.7. Gender differences in presentation and management {#sec0065}
------------------------------------------------------

Previous literature from high-income countries has repeatedly shown gender differences in the presentation, diagnosis, and management of ACS, with women having atypical presentations and undergoing less aggressive diagnostic and therapeutic measures. Kerala ACS Registry with 5825 women amongst the 25,748 ACS patients showed that on presentation, women were approximately 5 years older than men and had moderately higher rates of previous MI. In-hospital medical therapy was similar in both groups, though women were slightly more likely to receive reperfusion therapy than men.[@bib0150] Discharge medication rates also showed similar trends among genders. Even after adjustment for possible confounding factors, there were no significant gender differences in the outcome of death or in the composite outcome of death, re-infarction, stroke, heart failure, and cardiogenic shock. There are limited data available comparing ACS outcomes data between men and women from other, smaller ACS registries in low and middle-income countries. DEMAT registry of 1565 ACS patients from ten tertiary care centres in India demonstrated that after adjustment for age, education, history of CAD, STEMI presentation, and reperfusion of any type, there was no evidence of an effect of increased risk of death at 30 days among women compared to men, nor was there any difference between death, re hospitalization and cardiac arrest at 30 days.[@bib0095]

2.8. The economic impact in India {#sec0070}
---------------------------------

STEMI imposes large financial burdens on families, with out of pocket expenditure (OOPE) up to 9 times their total household expenditures, depending on their socioeconomic status and type of treatment availed. In fact the magnitude of the OOPE is such that only a small proportion managed to limit their ACS-related expenditure within their overall household expenditure. This included those from the high SES and those who had some form of health security coverage for their illness. The high OOPE and catastrophic health expenditure (CHE) are no doubt critical findings that need to be tackled seriously. However, in order to do that, it is important to identify the triggers that make families vulnerable to CHE and hasten their transition from 'high' to 'catastrophic'. Understanding these pathways is essential if our policies and strategies are to be targeted effectively. The high OOPE and CHE have been reported elsewhere with respect to CVD-related hospitalizations (including ACS) where India (Kerala) had the highest 15-month OOPE and more than 80% of the low- and middle- income groups and more than 60% of the high income group experienced CHE.[@bib0155]

2.9. How can we improve STEMI care in INDIA? {#sec0075}
--------------------------------------------

Adherence to guideline-based therapies has been associated with improved in-hospital, 30 day and 1 year clinical outcomes in ACS. The CRUSADE investigators demonstrated a 2.2% absolute difference in hospital mortality between the highest and lowest quartiles of adherence to ACS guidelines. Another study demonstrated that patients who received care greater than 80% concordant with ACS guidelines are 40% more likely to be alive at 1 year, compared to patients who received less than 80% concordant care.[@bib0130], [@bib0160] Such data of ACS setting can be extrapolated to STEMI patients also.

Health care system level programmes for the evaluation and management of STEMI are lacking overall in India, possibly because there are currently no India-specific STEMI clinical practice guidelines. However, success has been demonstrated in a pilot study in Thrissur, Kerala which showed improvements in symptom to-door time, door-to-needle time and appropriate post STEMI discharge prescription rates through community, provider-level education and point of-care interventions. Significant improvements were seen for the discharge prescription of aspirin, beta-blockers, ACE-I, and lipid-lowering drugs.[@bib0165]

Key features of Epidemiology of STEMI in India are summarized in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}.

3. Diagnosis of STEMI and early risk stratification---challenges in India {#sec0080}
=========================================================================

Acute chest pain is the most common presenting symptom of acute myocardial ischemia. ACS encompasses all acute chest pain syndromes resulting from myocardial ischemia.[@bib0170], [@bib0175], [@bib0180] Only 20--30% of patients presenting with acute chest pain are ultimately confirmed to have ACS upon detailed evaluation[@bib0185], [@bib0190] ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}).[@bib0040], [@bib0045], [@bib0195] ST segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) is characterized by myocardial ischemia that results in persistent ST segment elevation on electrocardiogram (ECG) and subsequent release of biomarkers of myocardial damage. Increased biomarkers alone in the absence of ST segment elevation constitute Non-ST segment elevation MI (NSTEMI). NSTEMI may manifest with transient/persistent ST segment depression and/or T wave inversion in ECG. Prolonged ischemic chest pain without elevation of markers of myocardial necrosis constitutes unstable angina (USA). STEMI is the most common form of ACS in India, accounting for 40--60% of ACS cases.

For the diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction, the presence of any two of the following three features is essential: characteristic chest pain, ECG changes and elevated cardiac enzymes. However, patient's interpretation of symptoms, availability of ECG and its interpretation, and widespread non-availability of Troponin testing are among the major recognized challenges in the diagnosis of STEMI in India. The diagnosis and early risk stratification is usually done at the point of first medical contact (FMC). In the Western world, the FMC is usually the emergency medical services. However, general practitioners and often non-physicians are the FMC in India, especially in rural and semi-urban areas, which poses unique challenges in the diagnosis of STEMI in India.[@bib0200] Studies from India[@bib0030] and abroad have shown that contacting a general practitioner usually delays reperfusion therapy.[@bib0175]

3.1. Chest pain {#sec0085}
---------------

Typical chest pain of STEMI is a persistent retrosternal discomfort perceived commonly as heaviness or pressure usually lasting for more than 15--20 min, associated with perspiration and vomiting, and not responding to sublingual nitroglycerine. The pain may radiate commonly to left arm, neck and jaw. The pain may be atypical in character (pricking or burning), location (epigastric, back, right arm or only lower jaw) and intermittent in nature. It is advisable to obtain an ECG for anyone beyond 20 years of age presenting to emergency department with acute pain anywhere from jaw to umbilicus.

The physicians must recognize certain atypical presentations of STEMI including recent onset breathlessness, confusion, syncope, nausea and vomiting, fatigue, palpitations and perspiration. These atypical presentations are more common in elderly, women, hospitalized patients with co-morbidities, and in patients with diabetes and chronic renal failure. Prospective registries from the Western population show that up to 30% STEMI patients may present with atypical symptoms.[@bib0205] However, series of STEMI from India report that more than 90% of patients (91--99%) present with classical chest pain, and commonly associated with sweating (70--80%).[@bib0035], [@bib0210], [@bib0215], [@bib0220] Thus, atypical presentations seem to be uncommon among Indians. It is not clear whether such atypical presentations are not diagnosed, and hence underrepresented in registries. One plausible explanation for lack of atypical presentation among STEMI in India could be younger age of patients. Most of the series of young MI report a vast majority of male patients presenting with typical rest pain with sweating (in \>90% of patients).[@bib0220] Interestingly, two series from India comparing elderly (\>60--65 years) and non elderly patients of STEMI reported that typical angina is observed only in 50% of elderly as compared to 80--85% of non-elderly. Atypical chest pain or no chest pain was seen in nearly 25--50% of elderly as compared to 7.5--10% in younger patients.[@bib0225], [@bib0230] In a nutshell, any unexplained breathlessness, hypotension and hemodynamic collapse should warrant an ECG.

3.2. Electrocardiogram (ECG) {#sec0090}
----------------------------

The task force for the universal definition of MI defines "STEMI as new ST elevation at the J point in at least 2 contiguous leads of 2 mm (0.2 mV) in men or 1.5 mm (0.15 mV) in women in leads V2--V3 and/or of 1 mm (0.1 mV) in other contiguous chest leads or the limb leads in the absence of left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy or left bundle-branch block (LBBB)".[@bib0235] Apart from this, STEMI may also manifest as new or presumably new LBBB ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}).[@bib0240] However, an old ECG is usually not available for comparison. With increasing age, the population prevalence of asymptomatic LBBB increases. Hence, in the Western countries a vast majority of patients presenting to emergency department with LBBB are not diagnosed to have STEMI upon evaluation. In the presence of pre-existing LBBB, the criteria proposed by Sgarbossa ([Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}) may be a useful guide to confirm STEMI.[@bib0245] A concordant ST elevation in a lead with the positive QRS complex is the best indicator of STEMI in the presence of LBBB. A score of ≥3 has a specificity of 98% for diagnosing STEMI. However, STEMI may not be ruled out even when none of the features are identified.[@bib0250] Cases of acute ischemic chest pain with LBBB not accompanied by other ECG evidence of STEMI poses serious management challenge. In such patients Troponin levels and regional wall motion abnormalities may guide reperfusion therapy. If the index of suspicion of STEMI is high, such patients may be taken up for coronary angiogram. Right bundle branch block (RBBB), left anterior fascicular block (LAFB) and left posterior fascicular block do not interfere with the interpretation of ST segment elevation. However, paced rhythm, LV hypertrophy and channelopathies like Brugada syndrome may obscure typical changes in STEMI.

Majority of patients with STEMI will develop Q wave in ECG. In India, it is not uncommon for patients to present late after STEMI with an evolved ECG pattern ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}) consisting of Q waves, T wave inversion with variable ST elevation. In such patients, a persistent ST elevation may also be due to a large aneurysm apart from persistent ischemia. Hence, such ST elevation alone beyond 24 h of symptom onset should not be considered an indication for revascularization in the absence of ongoing chest pain. Rarely, a patient may present with hyperacute T wave changes alone in the early phase of STEMI. The ECG is rarely normal even in early stages of STEMI.[@bib0175] Infrequently, STEMI may present without ST elevation. A true transmural posterior MI may actually present with ST depression in precordial leads along with positive T wave in lead V1 and a left main or proximal left anterior artery (LAD) occlusion may present as ST depression in multiple leads with ST elevation in lead aVR and V1.

ST elevation in the absence of STEMI may occur in a few patients presenting with acute chest pain. Pericarditis, Takatsubo cardiomyopathy, early repolarization syndrome and vasospastic angina are the common conditions confused with STEMI in day to day practice.[@bib0255] In patients with atypical ECG changes, or concave ST segment elevation, or difficult to ascertain ECG evidence of STEMI may undergo a transthoracic echocardiography to look for regional wall motion abnormalities. However, in doubtful cases immediate referral for angiography may be the best modality to guide therapy.[@bib0260], [@bib0265]

Patients may have a first ECG that is not diagnostic of STEMI. In such a situation, a repeat ECG must be obtained at 10--15 min, and at 30 min intervals ([Table 5](#tbl0025){ref-type="table"}). The ECGs should be carefully looked for even subtle changes. Cardiac biomarkers and echocardiogram may be useful guides to reperfusion therapy in such patients. If the suspicion of ongoing serious myocardial ischemia is high, the patient should be taken for a coronary angiogram to demonstrate coronary artery occlusion or intracoronary thrombus. A CT angiogram is usually reserved for patients with persistent symptoms with low to intermediate likelihood of ischemia or in patients with suspected aortic dissection or pulmonary embolism.[@bib0175]

3.3. Cardiac biomarkers {#sec0095}
-----------------------

Among the various biomarkers of myocardial necrosis, cardiac Troponin is the preferred biomarker for the diagnosis of STEMI.[@bib0170], [@bib0175] Troponin T or I levels are the most specific and sensitive tests for the diagnosis of myocardial necrosis. Creatine Kinase MB (CK-MB) is less sensitive and specific especially in the early phase of STEMI, but often the only biomarker available in certain parts of India. A blood sample should preferably be collected at presentation and analysed. However, the initiation of reperfusion treatment should not be delayed for biomarker levels in patients with diagnostic ECG changes. High sensitivity Troponin values after 1--2 h of symptom onset may guide reperfusion therapy in patients with presumably new onset LBBB, paced rhythm, post bypass grafting and non-diagnostic ECG. Often the biomarkers need to be repeated when the diagnosis of STEMI is uncertain.[@bib0175] A negative Troponin assay at 12 h after symptom onset practically excludes STEMI ([Table 6](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}).

The lack of availability of standardized cardiac biomarker assays across the country is a major limitation in the early diagnosis and risk stratification of STEMI. Availability of point-of-care Troponin assays across India is even more limited, which results in overreliance on symptoms and repeated ECGs for diagnosing STEMI in doubtful cases. Often only semi-quantitative and qualitative assays of Troponin are available even in referral hospitals. These tests have varying standards and cut offs. A thorough understanding of the Troponin assay available at each centre is essential.

The universal definition of MI demands the demonstration of rise or fall in titre of Troponin with at least one value above the threshold.[@bib0235] Often an increased level of either Troponin I or T is used for the initial diagnosis of ACS. Troponin I and Troponin T values correlate well, however, Troponin T levels are generally lower than Troponin I. The recommended Troponin cut off for diagnosis of MI is defined as a value exceeding the 99th percentile (with optimal precision defined by total coefficient of variation (CV) \<10%) of a normal reference population. This is commonly referred as the '99th percentile rule'. This level must be determined for each assay with a good quality control in every centre.[@bib0175], [@bib0270], [@bib0275], [@bib0280]

3.4. Echocardiography {#sec0100}
---------------------

Echocardiography in the acute phase of STEMI is valuable in clarifying the diagnosis in patients presenting with non-diagnostic ECG changes. Regional wall motion abnormalities appear early after coronary artery occlusion. Echocardiogram is useful to identify regional wall motion abnormalities in presence of LBBB. However, LBBB per se may produce a jerky motion of interventricular septum. Echocardiogram can also identify mechanical complications of MI and must be performed when a murmur is identified, or for unexplained hemodynamic collapse and acute heart failure. Echocardiography may also identify certain alternative diagnoses like pulmonary embolism, pericardial disease etc. However, the need for an echocardiogram should not delay the transfer for angiography in high risk patients.[@bib0175]

3.5. Physical examination {#sec0105}
-------------------------

A quick medical examination is recommended to risk stratify STEMI patients, recognize complications, identify co-morbidities, and to rule out alternative diagnosis. Left ventricular S4 is a common accompaniment. Hypotension, basal crepitations and LV S3 indicate poor prognosis. A new systolic murmur usually indicates either mitral regurgitation or ventricular septal rupture. Patients with suspected aortic dissection may have inequality in pulses.

3.6. Early risk stratification {#sec0110}
------------------------------

The risk factors for early death following a STEMI include advanced age, diabetes mellitus, smoking status, prior infarction, and prior use of aspirin. On presentation, the presence of hypotension, tachycardia, cardiac arrest, heart failure, and mechanical complications of MI augur a poor prognosis. ECG evidence of anterior location of infarct, RBBB, complete heart block in anterior wall MI, and significant arrhythmias also indicate poor early outcomes in STEMI. Biomarker elevation, impaired renal function and echocardiographic LV dysfunction are important investigations pointing to a poor outcome.[@bib0285], [@bib0290]

One simple classification, Killip classification ([Table 7](#tbl0035){ref-type="table"}), which takes into account signs of heart failure and cardiogenic shock must be documented at presentation in all patients with STEMI.[@bib0295] As risk assessment is a continuous process, they must be reassessed throughout hospital stay till discharge.[@bib0170], [@bib0175] Thrombolysis In Myocardial Infarction (TIMI) risk score takes into account the major prognostic factors in STEMI and is a validated score ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}).[@bib0300] The number of risk factors disproportionately increases the adverse outcome. GRACE score is a multifactor risk assessment model which is useful in predicting in-hospital, 30 day and 6-month outcome across ACS including STEMI. It is available as an App. In practice, GRACE score is more often used in the setting of NSTEMI/unstable angina than in STEMI.[@bib0305]

3.7. Diagnosis of STEMI in India---unique challenges {#sec0115}
----------------------------------------------------

All the Indian ACS registries report that less than 50% of patients with STEMI have received thrombolysis or PCI.[@bib0030], [@bib0035], [@bib0040], [@bib0045] Most of the non-reperfusion resulted from late presentation of patients beyond the therapeutic window of reperfusion. Lack of awareness among patients, relatives, paramedics and even doctors is a major factor responsible for suboptimal acute care of STEMI in India.

Two entities that create some confusion and difficulty in diagnosis include stuttering MI and aborted MI. Stuttering MI is extremely rare[@bib0310] and can be recognized by carefully observing patients with high risk for ACS who do not initially show ST elevation on ECG. When the reperfusion is done early in the course of STEMI, patients do not show rise in Troponin and have only transient ECG changes, which is known as aborted MI. Aborted MI may be seen in nearly 10--25% of patients reperfused very early. Aborted MI is shown to have good short and long term outcomes.[@bib0315]

4. Early triage and pre-hospital management of STEMI in rural and urban India {#sec0120}
=============================================================================

Timely delivery of reperfusion therapy (whether pharmacological or mechanical) in patients with STEMI is more important than the choice of therapy and the entire emphasis should be to deliver reperfusion therapy to a patient of STEMI as rapidly as possible. Moreover, despite the strength of evidence based medicine pertaining to the benefits of primary PCI in STEMI, treatment options in India are often dictated by resources, logistics, availability and affordability. In our country, not many hospitals offer primary PCI services round the clock in the urban areas and this inadequacy is pronounced more in rural areas where penetration of medical care is modest at best.

Efficient protocols of early triage of patients with STEMI should primarily aim to reduce time delays in patient care since these are associated with adverse outcomes. Delay in patient care in our country may occur at the following levels•Pre-hospital stage○Lack of a definite initial diagnosis: delay in recognizing symptoms by patients and therefore in seeking timely medical help.•On reaching the hospital○Financial issues•Lack of consensus amongst patient relatives and consent regarding procedure•System delays in hospitals (e.g. registration, transport to emergency department, coronary care units, cardiac catheterization lab etc.)

4.1. The aims of triage protocols {#sec0125}
---------------------------------

The aims should be to develop a smooth continuum of care including (a) Early recognition of symptoms of STEMI (b) Activation of efficient emergency medical services (EMS) (c) Pre-hospital management (d) Pre-determined hospital destination protocols and (e) Timely establishment of reperfusion.

### 4.1.1. Timely recognition of symptoms and seeking early medical help {#sec0130}

Morbidity and mortality due to acute STEMI can be considerably reduced if symptoms are recognized early allowing timely access to EMS and institution of appropriate therapeutic measures. Since approximately one third of patients with STEMI have symptoms other than chest pain, health care providers need to educate the general public that presence of any of the following symptoms (especially in a patient with past history of cardiac disease) should arise suspicion, prompting call for medical help.•Chest discomfort with or without radiation to arm\[s\], back, neck, jaw, or epigastrium•Shortness of breath•Diaphoresis, nausea, lightheadedness, weakness

Furthermore, patients and their attendants should be motivated to seek early medical help if the symptoms do not improve or tend to worsen, even if they are not sure about the cause of the symptoms. Public awareness in this regard is of utmost importance.

### 4.1.2. Organization of a robust and efficient EMS to overcome transfer delays {#sec0135}

Well organized EMS with rapid response time are widely prevalent in Western countries and help in early detection, pre-hospital management and timely transfer of patients with STEMI. Transfer to the hospital by ambulance rather than by friends or relatives is ideal since studies have shown that arrival at the emergency department (ED) by ambulance is associated with earlier initiation of reperfusion therapy and superior outcomes.[@bib0320] Though EMS/ambulance services are available with some degree of penetration in the urban parts of our country, they are almost non-existent in rural India and a substantial proportion of the population does not have access to them leading to inordinate delays in transferring patients to hospitals.

The CREATE registry reported that the median time from the onset of symptoms to hospital arrival was 300 min in patients with STEMI, and only 5% of them utilized ambulances with the majority utilizing private transportation to reach hospitals.[@bib0040] Only 15.4% patients in the HP-ACS registry used the "108" free ambulance service and a personal vehicle was the commonest mode of transportation, reflecting the poor availability of ambulance services in our country.[@bib0030] In Indian context, delay in getting STEMI care is multifactorial ([Table 8](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"}).

The successful delivery of emergency medicine care and services in a geographically diverse country like India is possible and is exemplified by the GVK EMRI (Emergency Management and Research Institute) service, a non-profit organization based on Public Private Partnership model, launched in Hyderabad in collaboration with the Stanford School of Medicine in 2005. It utilizes a centralized 910-type network in which the public can call a single number.[@bib0530] The service is currently spread across 15 states and two Union Territories and is equipped with around 10,000 ambulances, with an increasing reach into rural, hilly & tribal areas. The ambulances are manned by trained emergency medical technicians who can help make an early diagnosis, deliver quality pre-hospital care and organize transport to an appropriate health care facility.

### 4.1.3. Pre-hospital ECG and administration of drugs {#sec0140}

•**ECG**: Staffs manning the ambulance services or dispatchers co-ordinating emergency medical calls need to have medical training and be able to perform 12 lead ECG at the time of FMC and transmit it to pre-determined medical care facilities. Prior transmission of ECG while the patient is en-route to the designated receiving hospital not only helps creation of reperfusion checklists but also results in faster time to reperfusion and better clinical outcomes.[@bib0325], [@bib0330] A major facilitator of pre-hospital STEMI care has been the use of mobile technology for quick transmission of information (Use of android/iOS application like WhatsApp for ECG interpretation by expert).•**Aspirin**: Patients with ongoing symptoms suggestive of STEMI should be encouraged to take aspirin (165--325 mg, self-administered or by EMS personnel and community health workers). It needs to be remembered that more rapid buccal absorption occurs with non--enteric-coated formulations.•**Nitroglycerin**: It is recommended that patients who have been prescribed nitroglycerin previously, should take one nitroglycerin dose in case of any suggestive episode of chest discomfort. The patient or their family members are advised to seek emergency medical help if the chest discomfort does not improve or worsens even after taking 1 sublingual nitroglycerin dose.•**Pre-hospital thrombolysis**: The benefit of initiating early Thrombolytic therapy has been consistently demonstrated in several randomized controlled trials, prompting the concept of prehospital Thrombolytic therapy, started at the time of initial evaluation (in the ambulance).[@bib0335], [@bib0340], [@bib0345] Since thrombolysis is not without associated risks (which could be life threatening at times), it is important to be certain that it is administered only to patients with a definite STEMI by a qualified medical practitioner.

### 4.1.4. Pre-determined hospital destination protocols {#sec0145}

A set of pre-defined instructions should be made available for the EMS personnel that guide them to appropriate hospitals designated for STEMI care. Pre-decided destination protocols are important to avoid the predicament of EMS personnel to be forced to bear the responsibility of deciding where to take a patient for care. Destination protocols need to be formulated with close involvement of emergency physicians and cardiologists. Local physicians should have a list and contact details of nearby PCI capable centres/Non-PCI hospitals so that fast-track transfers can be organized and further plans of action can be discussed with patients and the cardiologists.•If the patients arrive directly by self-transport to a PCI-capable hospital, all medical care can potentially be delivered at a single centre.•For patients arriving via ambulance, the EMS personnel should transport the patient to a PCI-capable or non--PCI-capable hospital following locally established protocols.

### 4.1.5. Timely establishment of reperfusion {#sec0150}

Once the patient reaches a STEMI care centre the choice of reperfusion therapy can be decided by availability of PCI, time to transfer to a PCI capable centre and contraindication of thrombolysis if any.

4.2. The rural and urban disparity {#sec0155}
----------------------------------

Patients in urban areas are more likely to have access to hospitals with round the clock primary PCI capabilities with short transportation time and should undergo primary PCI whenever feasible. Median hospital delays are reported to be much longer in patients from rural as compared to urban areas. Although the National Health Mission (NHM) caters to the medical needs of rural areas, the majority of health care facilities include primary or community health centres with only basic amenities and penetration to the remote, outlying areas is limited. Hence economically deprived patients from rural areas in India appear to be at greater risk, not only, for acute presentations of CAD but also for worse outcomes following such events. It is advisable that patients in rural areas with limited access to medical care and long transportation times to PCI-capable hospitals should undergo the Pharmaco-invasive (PI) strategy of thrombolysis with a goal of FMC to drug of 30 min or less. Initial thrombolysis should be followed if possible, by referral to PCI capable hospital for cardiac catheterization (if feasible) within 3--24 h of thrombolysis ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}).

Further suggestions for improving triage of patients from rural areas:•Improving ambulance networks for early transfer.•Upgrading existent hospitals in rural areas•Educating and training physicians in the hospitals about the benefits and means of administering PI therapy to patients with STEMI•State led initiatives of wider reaching insurance schemes and fast track "cashless" approval for emergency procedures can help override financial problems. Two recent successful models include the Arogyasree insurance programme in Andhra Pradesh and the government funded insurance programme in Tamil Nadu. Some states in India provide completely free treatment for certain diseases like STEMI. It is equally important to make such schemes available to the growing Indian middle-class to facilitate optimal STEMI care.Recommendations:1.Patients often misperceive their initial symptoms as non-cardiac in origin. So spreading awareness about early recognition of symptoms suggestive of STEMI/ACS by patients or their relatives through intensive public education campaigns via print and non-print media (i.e. television, internet and social networking sites) is important.2.It is essential to restructure EMS services in India so that timely transfer to appropriate hospitals can be organized. These can include increasing the number of ambulance networks, "Green Corridors" to allow passage of ambulances and educating the general public for giving priority passage to ambulances.3.Immediate ECG to confirm the diagnosis of STEMI and administration of Aspirin at the point of FMC either at the level of EMS personnel or the General Practitioner.4.Hospital transfer protocols need to be pre-decided and receiving hospitals should have systems to allow preregistration and direct transport to the catheterization laboratory bypassing the ED especially for patients who do not need urgent resuscitation on arrival.

5. Selection of reperfusion strategy in STEMI {#sec0160}
=============================================

The prompt restoration of antegrade flow is the core aim of therapy for STEMI. Delay in reperfusion is associated with higher mortality and morbidity rates. Timely reperfusion results in better myocardial salvage and preservation of left ventricular function. Despite recent advances in pharmacological and interventional reperfusion strategies, timely reperfusion still remains suboptimal in patients with STEMI. Initiation of reperfusion therapy varies in India, mandating uniform guidelines across the country. The right reperfusion strategy should be timely, effective, complete, safe and easily accessible. While primary PCI is the preferred mode of reperfusion by most guidelines, only few patients with STEMI can avail this form of reperfusion within recommended timelines. On the other hand, thrombolysis is easily available, economical and evaluated in several clinical studies but fraught with dangers of re-occlusion of infarct related artery (IRA). Initial timely thrombolysis followed by early PCI to improve the patency rates, labeled as PI strategy, is an attractive option of reperfusion in STEMI and may bridge the gaps in systems of care. The contemporary studies from India report that only half the hospitalized patients of STEMI undergo some form of reperfusion ([Table 9](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"}).

5.1. Reperfusion strategies {#sec0165}
---------------------------

There are currently three reperfusion strategies recommended worldwide.

### 5.1.1. Primary PCI {#sec0170}

Primary PCI is defined as an 'emergent percutaneous catheter intervention in the setting of STEMI, without previous thrombolytic treatment'. It is the preferred reperfusion strategy in patients with STEMI, provided it can be performed within guideline-mandated time-frame, by an experienced team.[@bib0175] Primary PCI produces higher rates of IRA patency, TIMI 3 flow, and lower rates of recurrent ischemia, re-infarction, emergency repeat revascularization procedures, intracranial haemorrhage (ICH), and death.[@bib0170] Randomized clinical trials have repeatedly shown that primary PCI is superior to thrombolysis, when performed in a timely manner, in high-volume, experienced centres.[@bib0350], [@bib0355] Primary PCI reduces mortality by 25%, re-infarction by 64%, ICH by 95% and stroke by 53% when compared to thrombolytic therapy. Primary PCI results in TIMI 3 flow of IRA in over 90% of patients.[@bib0360] However, the major disadvantage of primary PCI is the delay in commencing the reperfusion treatment labelled as the 'PCI-related delay', defined as 'the theoretical difference between the time of FMC to balloon inflation, minus the time from FMC to start of Thrombolytic therapy (i.e. 'door-to-balloon' minus 'door-to-needle') and long delays to primary PCI are associated with worse clinical outcomes.[@bib0175] PCI related delay of \>60 min negates any mortality benefit compared to immediate thrombolysis.[@bib0365] Current international guidelines recommend primary PCI in patients with STEMI, presenting with symptoms of less than 12 h duration, 12--24 h with ongoing clinical/electrocardiographic evidence of ischemia and those who present with cardiogenic shock or acute heart failure, irrespective of time delay from the onset of symptoms.

USA and Europe have used the nationwide availability of primary PCI as the basis for developing a STEMI system of care. Although these systems are very effective, they are resource intensive and this approach presupposes the accessibility of a fairly evenly distributed catheterization laboratory density coupled with a good EMS system and physical infrastructure for transportation. According to the data from CSI- National Interventional Council, there is a steady increase in the number of primary PCI in India. However, still only a minority of STEMI patients receive this modality of reperfusion due to the limited healthcare infrastructure, financial barriers, lack of awareness and accessibility of EMS services for a majority of the population in India.[@bib0010], [@bib0370]

### 5.1.2. Thrombolysis {#sec0175}

Thrombolysis is an important reperfusion strategy, especially when primary PCI cannot be offered to STEMI patients, with a time-dependent reduction in mortality and morbidity rates within 12 h after symptom onset. Thrombolytic therapy has greater benefit in patients treated within 1 h of symptom onset, with a sharp drop off after 3 h. Thrombolysis prevents approximately 30 early deaths per 1000 patients treated within 6 h after symptom onset.[@bib0335] Thrombolysis is currently the most practiced form of reperfusion method in India. It can be initiated by a physician in an emergency department when there is no plan to transfer the patient to a PCI capable centre for primary PCI. The earlier studies examined thrombolytics, initially with streptokinase and subsequently with tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) and its analogs ([Table 10](#tbl0050){ref-type="table"}). The term 'fibrinolytics' generally refers to fibrin-specific thrombolytics and are currently preferred over non-fibrin-specific thrombolytics. A meta-analysis of thrombolytics showed that this was a good way of reperfusion with improved outcomes across subsets except in those presented beyond 12 h of symptom onset.[@bib0335] Benefit from thrombolytic therapy in patients with STEMI who present more than 12 h after symptom onset has not been established, although consideration should be given in patients with on-going chest pain, with large myocardium at risk or hemodynamic/electrical instability, if primary PCI is not available.

Fibrin specific agents have some advantages over streptokinase, but are more expensive and not widely available. Streptokinase is cheap, easily available and is the most frequently used thrombolytic agent in India. However, the final decision of choice of thrombolytic agent is at the discretion of the treating physician and the patient's choice. There are several contraindications to thrombolysis ([Table 11](#tbl0055){ref-type="table"}) and the decision to use this therapy is predicated on a risk--benefit analysis that should consider time from onset of symptoms, the clinical and hemodynamic features, patient comorbidities, risk of bleeding, presence of contraindications, and time delay to PCI. Blood pressure should be brought down to below 180/100 mmHg before initiation of thrombolytics, preferably by intravenous nitrate infusion. But undue wastage of time is strongly discouraged. Thrombolytic therapy is associated with an excess of strokes, largely due to ICH, which is more common in patients with advanced age, lower weight, female sex, prior cerebrovascular disease, and hypertension on admission.[@bib0375] Significant non cerebral bleeding occurs in about 4--13% patients treated with thrombolytics, subject to patients' comorbidities.[@bib0380] Re-occlusion of the IRA following successful reperfusion is another important limitation of the thrombolytics and is due to the plasminemia induced by the thrombolytics which in turn activates thrombin formation. GUSTO trials of STK, alteplase and reteplase reported re-occlusion rates of 4.3% during hospitalization at a median time of 3.8 days.[@bib0380] Benefit of thrombolysis in STEMI is not yet established in patients over 85 years of age.[@bib0385] Failed thrombolysis can be diagnosed by persisting or worsening chest pain or less than 50% resolution of ST-segment elevation after 90 min of thrombolysis in the lead showing maximum ST-segment elevation at presentation. Rescue PCI is advocated for such patients and patients should be transferred to a PCI-capable centre immediately.

### 5.1.3. Pharmaco-invasive (PI) strategy {#sec0180}

PI strategy consists of early thrombolysis followed by either rescue PCI for patients with failed thrombolysis, or non-urgent coronary angiography to determine the need for additional revascularization within 3--24 h.[@bib0170], [@bib0175] Initial timely thrombolysis to open the IRA and early PCI if required, to improve the patency rates, is an attractive option of reperfusion in STEMI and has gained momentum recently. It differs from a 'facilitated' approach which consists of an immediate PCI following fibrinolysis and has shown adverse outcomes.[@bib0390] PCI performed 3 h after thrombolysis precludes the early pro-thrombotic phase and reduces the chances of re-occlusion. Furthermore, this delay may also be the reason for decrease in bleeding complications that were seen with facilitated approach.[@bib0395] The transfer to the catheterization laboratory is regardless of the response to thrombolytic therapy and advocated as a routine practice. Multiple studies have subsequently shown that this strategy reduces the rate of re-infarction and is superior to the widely prevalent approach of thrombolysis followed by catheterization only for demonstrable ischemia.[@bib0400] Most PI trials were performed using TNK ([Table 12](#tbl0060){ref-type="table"}).

'STREAM' trial assessed the safety and efficacy of PI strategy versus primary PCI in patients presenting with STEMI. Patients with STEMI were enrolled in the study if they presented within 3 h of symptom onset, and were unable to undergo primary PCI within 60 min of arriving at the hospital. Thrombolysis was done using TNK along with contemporary antiplatelet and anticoagulant therapy. The primary endpoint was a composite of all cause death, shock, congestive heart failure (CHF) or re-infarction at 30 days. Results showed similar outcomes in both groups at 30 days with primary endpoint occurring at 11.4% in the PI group and 14.3% in the primary PCI group (RR = 0.86; 95% CI, 0.68--1.09; p = 0.21). The result was consistent across all pre-specified subgroups in the study. The overall intracranial bleeding rate was not different (0.54% vs 0.26%, respectively; p = 0.45) after the trial protocol was amended to reduce the dose of TNK in patients aged ≥75 years. The PI strategy circumvented an emergent procedure in 64% of the patients. The 1 year results of STREAM showed no difference in mortality rates between both groups.[@bib0435]

'STEPP-AMI' is an observational pilot study that compared outcomes of PI versus primary PCI strategies in patients with STEMI.[@bib0440] 200 patients were enrolled into the study. The primary end point was a composite of death, cardiogenic shock, re-infarction, repeat revascularisation of the culprit artery and CHF at 30 days. The primary end point occurred in 10.1% in PI group and in 3.9% in primary PCI group, p = 0.07 (RR = 2.87; 95% CI 0.92 to 8.97). The initial trend towards benefit of primary PCI narrowed over a period of 1 year (13.3% vs. 9%, RR = 1.48, 95% CI 0.60 to 3.62'p' = 0.4). There was no difference in bleeding rates between both groups. The average total ischemic time is about 4 h in this study. More importantly, both STREAM and STEPP-AMI showed significantly higher rates of open IRA and better TIMI flow at catheterization in the PI group of patients. These patients also had higher rates of referral for CABG as a part of complete revascularization.

The recent STREAM data and the Indian data from the STEPP AMI study showed that the PI strategy compared well with primary PCI in reducing overall morbidity and mortality.[@bib0435], [@bib0440] The pilot Kovai Erode study and the subsequent pilot Tamil Nadu STEMI program[@bib0445] have shown the feasibility of combining the two strategies of primary PCI and the PI strategy in systems of care for STEMI patients.

Hence, PI strategy is appropriate for patients with STEMI who are eligible for treatment with thrombolytic drugs and in whom FMC to balloon time is ≥120 min. Current STEMI guidelines from the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) and the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) also recommended that patients going to a non-PCI-capable hospital should receive fibrinolysis immediately, if the expected FMC to device time is more than 120 min, and then be transferred to a PCI-capable hospital within 24 h for coronary angiogram and if needed PCI.[@bib0170], [@bib0175]

In Tamil Nadu STEMI Project, 2420 consecutive STEMI patients were enrolled between 2012 & 2014 in 4 hub and 36 spoke centres in Tamil Nadu. In the pre-implementation 3 month period 898 patients were enrolled and 1522 patients were enrolled in the post-implementation 9 month period. In this group of patients, 407 consecutive patients underwent the PI approach. Streptokinase was used in 94.6% of patients followed by tenectaplase in 4.7% of patients and reteplase in 0.7% of patients. 95% of patients had one month follow up and 90% had one year follow up. Mortality was 1.7% in hospital, 1.8% at one month and 5.8% at one year. In comparison 929 patients had standalone thrombolysis with 96% receiving Streptokinase as thrombolytic. Though this is not a randomized study, standalone thrombolytic treatment had 9.0% mortality while the PI strategy had 1.7% mortality (Personal Communication Dr A Mullasari on behalf of STEMI INDIA).

5.2. Choice of reperfusion therapy {#sec0185}
----------------------------------

National registry data from 89 cities suggest that Indian patients with STEMI frequently fail to receive an adequate reperfusion therapy.[@bib0040] Choosing the right mode of reperfusion depends on many factors. The duration of time from symptom onset is a key factor in the choice of reperfusion therapy. When patients are treated within the first 2 to 3 h after symptom onset, patient outcomes are comparable, irrespective of whether thrombolytic or primary PCI is employed.[@bib0405], [@bib0410], [@bib0450] A 3-fold increase in hospital death is reported when door-to-balloon times exceeded 2 h, and similarly when door-to-needle times exceeded 1 h.[@bib0455]

Time from FMC to reperfusion therapy is another important metric in optimal reperfusion therapy. Benefit from primary PCI is essentially lost when primary PCI related delay is \>60 min, especially since the availability of bolus thrombolytics. Patients presenting to high PCI volume centres with experienced team for primary PCI are found to have significant mortality benefit compared with thrombolytic therapy[@bib0010] and this too should be considered when choosing the reperfusion strategy, especially in rural areas. There are several factors that are distinctive to Indian subcontinent in the treatment of STEMI. Time from symptom onset to presentation is usually longer than developed countries[@bib0010] and hence the easily available bolus Thrombolytics cannot be utilized in many patients. On the other hand, ready finances for an expensive procedure such as primary PCI may be a constraint. Most patients with STEMI do not use EMS services for transport,[@bib0040] and most EMS are not well equipped, hence pre hospital fibrinolysis still remains a challenge ([Table 13](#tbl0065){ref-type="table"}).

6. Management of STEMI at PCI non-capable centres {#sec0190}
=================================================

A significant proportion of population in the developed countries and majority of patients in India present to 'PCI non-capable centres.

The PCI non-capable centres where patients in India can present with STEMI can range from small clinics with a general practitioner (GP) small nursing homes with physicians to larger hospitals in cities. All of these are in effect 'PCI non-capable centres 'and also the 'first medical contact' (FMC) for patients.

6.1. First medical contact and first medical facility {#sec0195}
-----------------------------------------------------

The FMC is the first medical person that a patient of STEMI contacts and by definition first medical facility is the first acute care hospital that he goes to. In actual practice, however, many a time the first medical facility and FMC may be the same i.e. the emergency physician in a hospital or a nursing home. Thus an important role of the PCI non-capable centre is to serve as a FMC.

6.2. Role of the PCI non-capable centres in the management of STEMI {#sec0200}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on available data, the role of the PCI non-capable centres in the management of STEMI includes most or all of the following --(i)Facilitate and hasten patient care(ii)Diagnose MI--self/transmit ECG using telemetry or smart phone applications(iii)Triage of the patient(iv)Initiate immediate pharmacological therapy. (Aspirin and Pain Relief)(v)Initiate supportive pharmacotherapy statins/ACEIs/beta blockers

### 6.2.1. Facilitate and hasten patient care {#sec0205}

There are a large number of PCI non-capable centres, which are familiar to the local population and are decidedly the point of first contact. The physicians in these hospitals need to be involved in public education about preventive aspects as well as about the importance of reporting early in case of symptoms suggestive of STEMI. This would build their rapport with the local community and help in patient seeking early help in case of chest pain.

### 6.2.2. Diagnose MI---self/transmit ECG through telemetry or smartphone applications {#sec0210}

The PCI non-capable centre can help by early and accurate diagnosis of STEMI. This is important because the initial ECG may be normal in some patients and some patients may have a non-diagnostic ECG. Since the treatment is extremely time sensitive in case of STEMI, an accurate diagnosis is important. While the physicians on site can be trained in the ECG diagnosis of STEMI, the other effort can be to use our own strengths. India has large number of smart phone users and one can transmit ECGs using smartphone applications. This can be done to confirm the diagnosis and also to alert a PCI capable centre.

### 6.2.3. Triage of the patient {#sec0215}

Once a diagnosis has been made, the patient and his family should be taken into confidence and a reperfusion strategy should be planned In case it is possible to shift the patients to a PCI capable centre while maintaining the FMC to Balloon time of \<120 min, then the patients should be transferred for PCI. However in practice if the expected transport time is likely to be more, it is better to thrombolyse the patients and shift to a PCI capable centre for a PI approach whenever possible and feasible[@bib0460] [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}.

Another problem in triaging such patients is due to the late presentation of patients. In CREATE registry[@bib0040] the median time of patient presentation was over 300 min. Majority of data in the PI studies is of patients who present in the time frame of 0--3 h.[@bib0435] Therefore expecting the benefit from PI therapy equal to primary PCI even in patients who present late is primarily conjectural. However, in the TN STEMI project low one year mortality could be achieved in actual clinical situation in South India and this fact seems to be encouraging.

### 6.2.4. Initiate immediate pharmacological and standard medical care {#sec0220}

Antiplatelet medications are essential in managing STEMI. Giving 325 mg of soluble Aspirin is of paramount importance and should be given at arrival to all patients of STEMI. The choice of second antiplatelet drug is where the role of PCI non-capable Centre comes in. The choice of second antiplatelet depends on the future course of therapy decided upon and is dealt in other sections of this document (Sections [7](#sec0235){ref-type="sec"} and [9](#sec0370){ref-type="sec"}).

In keeping with good practice guidelines, it is mandatory that all patients be rested, given oxygen inhalation if the oxygen saturation is less than 90%, have wide bore i.v. access, administered pain killers like Morphine or other parenteral opioids and given sublingual or i.v. nitrates.

### 6.2.5. Thrombolytics and anticoagluation {#sec0225}

If decision to thrombolyse the patient in the PCI non-capable hospital has been taken then prompt initiation of thrombolysis is of prime importance. The thrombolysis may be started within 30 min with any of the easily available agents. Detailed discussion on thrombolytic therapy has already been done in the earlier section.

Thrombolysis can be initiated by a qualified medical person at a centre where facility of ECG, defibrillator and resuscitation measure are available.

Anticoagluation with heparin is also to be initiated along with thrombolysis (Section [9](#sec0370){ref-type="sec"}).

### 6.2.6. Initiate supportive pharmacotherapy {#sec0230}

Another important area where the role of PCI non-capable Centre comes in is the administration of other therapies like high dose statin (Atorvastatin-40--80 mg or Rosuvastatin-20--40 mg), ACE inhibitors/ARB and Beta-blockers as indicated following standard clinical practices ([Table 14](#tbl0070){ref-type="table"}).

7. Management of STEMI at PCI capable center {#sec0235}
============================================

Primary PCI is the gold standard for management of STEMI and all efforts should be directed to maximize its use as the initial reperfusion therapy. The decision making for patient of STEMI presenting to PCI capable hospital depends on eligibility factors and feasibility factors ([Table 15](#tbl0075){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}).

7.1. Clinical scenarios {#sec0240}
-----------------------

When a patient of STEMI presents to a PCI capable hospital and the PCI is feasible, then depending upon the various eligibility factors, three clinical scenario need to be discussed:-1.Non Thrombolysed patient presenting \<12 h of onset of chest pain.2.Non Thrombolysed patient presenting 12--24 h of onset of chest pain.3.Thrombolysed patient presenting \<24 hours of onset of chest pain

Management of the patients presenting beyond 24 h is discussed under section of late presenters (Section [8](#sec0315){ref-type="sec"}).

7.2. Non-Thrombolysed patient presenting \<12 h of onset of chest pain {#sec0245}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The early period following STEMI (\<12 h) is the time where there is maximum opportunity for saving lives by prompt initiation of appropriate reperfusion therapy. The core philosophy of management in this period is "Time is Muscle". Every passing minute sans reperfusion indicates lost opportunity for salvaging myocardium.[@bib0465], [@bib0470]

### 7.2.1. Choice of reperfusion {#sec0250}

PCI of culprit artery within first 12 h of STEMI onset (Primary PCI) scores over thrombolysis in achieving higher rates of coronary artery patency and TIMI3 flow while preventing potential bleeding complications like ICH. Primary PCI also decreases the rate of recurrent ischemia, re-infarction and death as compared to thrombolysis. These benefits come at the cost of access site bleeding, stent thrombosis, contrast nephropathy and other procedural complications. However, high volume centres with experienced physicians and support staff, as well as shorter treatment delays, help to mitigate these effects.

Multiple randomized studies have validated the superiority of Primary PCI vis-à-vis thrombolysis in decreasing mortality as well as morbidity.[@bib0350], [@bib0355], [@bib0475], [@bib0480] Even in the subset of patients where thrombolysis is contraindicated due to high bleeding risk, primary PCI has shown benefits.[@bib0485], [@bib0490] Hence, primary PCI should remain the default strategy for reperfusion whenever possible in these groups of patients.

Patients with cardiogenic shock and acute heart failure have high mortality and account for majority of STEMI deaths. Early revascularization with PCI/CABG has been shown to improve 1 year mortality in these patients when compared to thrombolysis. Data from SHOCK trial and NRMI −2 registry support hypothesis that high risk patients gain more mortality advantage with PCI compared to lower risk patients.[@bib0495], [@bib0500], [@bib0505], [@bib0510]

### 7.2.2. When PCI cannot be performed immediately {#sec0255}

As emphasized previously, time delays to reperfusion are associated with worse clinical outcomes, this dogma holds true for both thrombolysis and PCI alike.[@bib0515], [@bib0520] Hence, when due to logistic or economical reasons Primary PCI cannot be performed or can be performed only with a significant delay (\>120 min), quick change of strategy to early reperfusion by thrombolysis seems prudent. In countries like India where health insurance coverage is meagre and managing economics for PCI can be time taking, thrombolysis becomes a good initial strategy to ensure coronary artery patency as a part of PI approach.

### 7.2.3. Acceptable time delays to PCI {#sec0260}

From Post hoc analysis of randomized trials and registries, it has been calculated that delay in performance of Primary PCI by \>120 min neutralizes the beneficial effects of mechanical reperfusion.[@bib0525], [@bib0530] As a corollary, whenever the expected delay in Passage of wire across culprit artery exceeds 60 min at a PCI capable centre, thrombolytic therapy should be promptly initiated as a part of PI approach. Both American and European guidelines endorse this concept despite majority of population having access to primary PCI.

7.3. Non thrombolysed patient presenting 12--24 h of onset of chest pain {#sec0265}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

For reasons discussed in previous sections, a sizeable number of patients may present outside the ideal period of 12 h after onset of STEMI. Such patients present a therapeutic dilemma.

### 7.3.1. If PCI is feasible {#sec0270}

Immediate PCI should be performed in patient with clinical or electrocardiographic evidence of ischemia.[@bib0535], [@bib0540] Acute heart failure and cardiogenic shock are two other scenarios reaping unambiguous advantage from PCI irrespective of time of STEMI onset as referred to previously. However, in an asymptomatic individual presenting between 12 and 24 h, who is clinically stable and without any sign of ongoing ischemia, the benefits of PCI may not be as robust. Such patients present a management and social challenge for a hospital which is PCI capable. Small randomized studies have shown benefit even in this subgroup, but large studies are needed. One of them even demonstrated increased survival at 4 years follow up apart from myocardial salvage. Large anterior infarctions and younger patients are the subset of patients who may benefit from more aggressive strategy.[@bib0545], [@bib0550]

7.4. Thrombolysed patient presenting \<24 h of onset of chest pain {#sec0275}
------------------------------------------------------------------

This group of patients are ideally suited for a PI strategy. This approach refers to the administration of thrombolytic therapy followed by immediate transfer to a PCI-capable hospital for early coronary angiography and PCI when appropriate, preferably within 24 h of STEMI onset. By advocating early thrombolysis, the process ensures coronary patency and viability of myocardium before a subsequent PCI.

Numerous large RCT's and meta-analyses have confirmed feasibility and advantages of this approach over a "wait and watch" policy following thrombolysis.[@bib0425], [@bib0555], [@bib0560] The large TRANSER-AMI study demonstrated significant reduction in combined primary endpoint of death, recurrent MI, recurrent ischemia, new or worsening HF, or shock at 30 days when patients were immediately referred to a PCI capable centre.[@bib0555] A meta-analysis of seven randomized trials referring patients for early transfer for PI therapy found significant reduction in the incidence of death or MI at 30 days and at 1 year, albeit without an increase in major bleeding.[@bib0565] The STREAM study, went a step ahead and compared the PI approach directly to primary PCl in early presenters.[@bib0435] The composite primary end point of death, shock, congestive heart failure, or re-infarction up to 30 days was not different between groups. For the patient who demonstrates signs of failed thrombolysis at admission, immediate PCI (Rescue PCI) should be considered. Persistent chest pain, ST segment resolution \<50% in lead with maximum ST elevation and absence of reperfusion arrhythmia's indicate a failed thrombolysis.[@bib0570] These indicators warrant consideration of immediate Rescue PCI instead of more routine PI approach.

7.5. Management strategies and procedural issues in PCI in patients of STEMI (Primary PCI/Pharmacoinvasive/Rescue PCI) {#sec0280}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 7.5.1. Anti-Platelets {#sec0285}

All patients of STEMI undergoing Primary PCI should receive dual antiplatelet(DAPT) combination of Aspirin plus a P2Y12 inhibitor.

Aspirin is given orally to be chewed preferably in doses of 150--325 mg in emergency department itself. Following PCI, aspirin is to be continued indefinitely. The CURRENT -- OASIS 7 and other studies[@bib0575], [@bib0580] failed to find merit in higher doses aspirin (81 mg vs. 325 mg) and hence a maintenance dose of 75 mg seems reasonable.

Clopidogrel, the most widely used P2Y12 inhibitor should be given in a loading dose of 600 mg before primary PCI. Based on beneficial effects seen in CURRENT-OASIS 7, a maintenance dose of 150 mg daily for first week followed by 75 mg daily is recommended.[@bib0575] Though very economical, antiplatelet effects of clopidogrel are variable being affected by patient phenotype, genotype and drugs. This is because Clopidogrel is a prodrug and needs two step enzymatic action for activation. But given the cost benefit advantage of Clopidogrel it remains the most prescribed second antiplatelet to patients of STEMI. Also many patients who are started initially on newer P2Y12 inhibitor are ultimately switched over to Clopidogrel because of patient or physician preference.

Prasugrel a novel theinopyridine has more rapid onset of action as well as more potent when compared to Clopidogrel. It is given in a loading dose of 60 mg followed by a subsequent maintenance dose of 10 mg daily. In TRITON TIMI 38 study, prasugrel significantly decreased the composite primary end point of 30 day death, MI or stroke in clopidogrel naïve patients undergoing PCI for STEMI and NSTE-ACS.[@bib0585], [@bib0590] There was an additional decline in definite stent thrombosis at 30 days. These benefits were accrued at the cost of increase in non CABG TIMI major bleeding in overall cohort but not in STEMI subgroup. Prasugrel is contraindicated in patients with prior stroke/TIA, age \>75 years and body weight \<60 kg.

Ticagrelor is non theinopyridene P2Y12 antagonist which is reversible and has quick onset as well as offset of action. It is administered as 180 mg loading dose followed by 90 mg twice daily maintenance dose. Ticagrelor is the antiplatelet agent with most balanced effects i.e. equipoised reduction in thrombotic as well as hemorrhagic effects. In the pivotal PLATO trial, ticagrelor reduced the composite primary end point (cardiovascular death, non-fatal MI, or stroke) as well as cardiovascular mortality across the spectrum of ACS.[@bib0595], [@bib0600] Importantly, benefits were seen irrespective of prior clopidogrel use and invasive strategy for management. The primary side effects of ticagrelor were transient dyspnea and asymptomatic bradycardia both which rarely led to therapy discontinuation.

Intravenous GP IIb/IIIa receptor antagonist were primarily evaluated before the routine use of dual antiplatelet in PCI for STEMI. In the current scenario, their role is debatable. They may be used only in a few specific situations.•Angiographic visualization of large thrombus burden.•Slow flow and No reflow phenomenon•Bail out strategy, in case of use of bivallirudin as sole antithrombotic agent•Inadequate P2Y12 loading before PCI

The route of administration is also a matter debate. The results of INFUSE-AMI and AIDA-STEMI trials have rekindled interest in their intra-coronary route of administration[@bib0605], [@bib0610]

Recommendation of Antiplatelets in STEMI:-1.For STEMI undergoing Primary PCI, Ticagrelor seem to be more efficacious however it's limitation are higher cost and BID dose--when compared to Clopidogrel.2.Prasugrel and Ticagrelor should not be administered to patients who have received thrombolysis.3.If a thrombolysed patient has received 300 mg of Clopidogrel and is undergoing PI approach then an additional loading with 300 mg clopidogrel should be done.4.Prasugrel should be considered in a diabetic patient undergoing Primary PCI

### 7.5.2. Anti-Thrombotics {#sec0290}

Unfractionated heparin(UFH) remains the most time tested and experienced choice for parenteral anticoagulation in setting of PCI in STEMI. Weight based bolus regimens titrated to activated clotting time are recommened. (70--100U/ kg and 50--60U/kg when additional GpIIb/IIIa are used)

Enoxaparin has also been used in this setting. The ATOLL trial randomized patients to intravenous UFH or enoxaparin in primary PCI but failed to meet its primary end point. Secondary end points were met and there was no increase in bleeding either.[@bib0615]

Bivalirudin has generated much interest because of its direct thrombin inhibition property. The HORIZONS- AMI study demonstrated significant reduction of bleeding events and survival advantage of Bivalirudin when compared to UFH + GpIIb/IIIa based strategy. There was trend towards increase in acute stent thrombosis which diminished by 30 days.[@bib0620]

Recently, results two large RCT's HEAT-PPCI and Matrix study have stroked the bivalirudin controversy. Pending the time controversy over bivalirudin is resolved, it cannot be recommended as the first line strategy for anticoagulation. However, in patients with heparin induced thrombocytopenia it remains a viable strategy.

### 7.5.3. Vascular access---radial versus femoral {#sec0295}

The concomitant use of antiplatelet, antithrombotic and thrombolytic therapy in STEMI predisposes a patient to potential risk of bleeding. Arterial access site bleeding remains one vital area of concern during STEMI interventions. The emergence of radial route as an alternate access site has generated tremendous interest in terms of patient satisfaction and bleeding complications. Radial access has now been demonstrated in STEMI scenario to successfully decrease in bleeding complications and mortality advantage in RIVAL and RIFLE STEACS trials.[@bib0625], [@bib0630] Similar trends were observed in MATRIX study as previously enumerated. Thus, radial approach should be preferred for Primary PCI when operator is skilled in radial interventions

### 7.5.4. Thrombus aspiration {#sec0300}

Thrombus aspiration conceptually appears to be very appealing adjunct during primary PCI due to prevailing high thrombotic milieu and burden in STEMI. Distal migration of thrombus during mechanical reperfusion can lead to slow flow or no reflow phenomena which also leads to adverse outcomes. Removal of thrombus should improve myocardial and epicardial reperfusion but its routine use in primary PCI has not translated into clinical benefit. Following significant beneficial results of single centre TAPAS trial and meta-analysis based on it, manual thrombus aspiration was routine advocated in primary PCI.[@bib0635], [@bib0640] However, contemporary multi-center RCT's have failed to reproduce the similar benefits.[@bib0645] However, even in the largely negative TASTE/TOTAL trials thrombectomy did improve surrogate markers of myocardial perfusion like ST segment resolution (STR), less distal embolization and Myocardial blush grade which of course did not translate into clinical benefits. One may assume that the technique is correct but the present tools are not.

Pending the answer to this puzzle, thrombus aspiration should be restricted to patient with large thrombus burden, as a bail out for slow flow/no reflow and PCI for acute stent thrombosis.

### 7.5.5. Stent selection (BMS/DES/BVS) {#sec0305}

The use of coronary stents has dramatically altered the outcomes of PCI. In the initial phase, use of bare metal stents (BMS) reduced the threat of acute closure, reinfaction and repeat revascularization when compared to balloon angioplasty.[@bib0650] Subsequent introduction of drug eluting stent (DES) has led to further reduction of restenosis and target vessel revascularization compared to BMS.[@bib0655] There were concerns regarding very late stent thrombosis with DES but studies have clearly shown the effects restricted to first generation DES.[@bib0655] The newer generation, DES as shown in EXAMINATION and COMFORTABLE -- AMI have shown excellent outcomes and clear superiority over BMS in all aspects.[@bib0660], [@bib0665], [@bib0670] It is recommended to implant a newer generation drug eluting stent in acute MI unless contraindicated. (DAPT contraindicated, hypersensitivity, requirement for urgent surgery)

Bioabsorbable Vascular Scaffolds (BVS) has a theoretical advantage in PCI for coronary artery disease by mitigating long term adverse effects of metal in coronary lumen, restoring vasomotion, and potentially restoring vessel to its natural state. In the setting of STEMI it is studied in the PRAGUE-19,[@bib0675] BVS-EXAMINATION study[@bib0680] and ABSORB-STEMI-TROFI II study.[@bib0685]

At present, in absence of large randomized studies routine implantation of BVS in STEMI cannot be advocated. Selected implantation in young patients with discrete lesion can be contemplated.

### 7.5.6. PCI of non culprit vessel during STEMI {#sec0310}

Multi-vessel coronary artery disease is common in STEMI (40--60%) and studies have consistently shown that these patients have worse outcomes.[@bib0690] Benefits of complete revascularization in STEMI needs to be weighed against potential complication of prolonged PCI in the unstable phase of MI--stent thrombosis, contrast nephropathy, underestimation of stent size and over estimation of lesion due to coronary spasm.

Initial experience with multivessel PCI in STEMI was primarily in the form non randomized and few small randomized studies.[@bib0695]

But now we have encouraging data from 3 contemporary RCT's -- PRAMI, CVLPRIT and DANAMI-PRIMULTI 3.[@bib0700], [@bib0705], [@bib0710], [@bib0715] Based on these the ACC/AHA update has withdrawn the embargo on performing non IRA PCI in STEMI in hemodynamically stable patients.[@bib0720]

The writing committee recommends:-•In STEMI patients with cardiogenic shock,complete revascularization should be attempted.•In patient undergoing Primary PCI and who are not in cardiogenic shock, non culprit lesion may be treated (at index procedure/index hospitalization) provided the lesion is anatomically suitable. (discrete, significant lesion, in proximal epicardial artery). The final decision of the feasibility and timing of such procedure should be taken by the treating physician.

8. Management of STEMI: late presenters (more than 24 h) {#sec0315}
========================================================

Any patient presenting 24 h after onset of chest pain due to STEMI represents a failure of the prevailing STEMI care-system. The "total ischaemic time" (symptom onset to initiation of reperfusion therapy) has two components: (a) Patient delay and (b) System delay (including FMC to diagnosis and diagnosis to initiation of reperfusion therapy). The mean "total ischaemic time" in Kerala ACS Registry was 5 h.[@bib0045] When a patient presents as late as 24 h after onset of symptoms, patient-related delay accounts for the main reason of delay and system-related delay becomes relatively insignificant. Proportion of latecomers (\>12 h) is significant even in data from the west: 11% in GRACE study[@bib0110] and as high as 40% in the TETAMI study.[@bib0310] In an Indian study[@bib0725] done from Uttar Pradesh, 32.3% patients with STEMI had presented after 24 h ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}).

8.1. Risk stratification in late comers after STEMI {#sec0320}
---------------------------------------------------

### 8.1.1. Clinical {#sec0325}

In the presence of hemodynamic or electrical instability and/or if patient continues to experience ischemic symptoms, a reperfusion-based strategy using PCI is recommended and endorsed by the current guidelines (ACC/AHA/SCAI and ESC/EACTS).[@bib0645], [@bib0730]

### 8.1.2. ECG {#sec0330}

The presence or absence of Q waves by itself is a poor marker of viability or IRA patency.ST elevation may also be due to aneurysm formation in late presenters. Some studies suggest that predictive value of negative T wave as a marker of reperfusion is strong.

### 8.1.3. Angiographic {#sec0335}

There are a few experimental and small clinical studies suggesting that an open IRA is of advantage. However, a single large study,OAT study, failed to show any advantage of the routine opening of IRA beyond 72 h of symptom onset. The importance of an open IRA in patients presenting with a window of 24--72 h is not known. There exists an important yet unrecognized interplay between time to reperfusion and presence of residual coronary flow within the area at risk. Beyond 4 h of symptoms, significant salvage only occurred in the presence of well-developed collateral vessels or preserved antegrade flow in the IRA. The time related transmural progression of infarction is greater in patients with no residual flow in the myocardium in jeopardy and presence of collateral flow or antegrade flow in the IRA may increase the time-window for reperfusion.

### 8.1.4. LV systolic function {#sec0340}

Among patients with STEMI, adverse events are markedly increased in those with LV ejection fraction \<40% even when undergoing primary PCI[@bib0620]; however, given the prospect of myocardial salvage, these high risk patients stand to accrue substantial clinical benefits from the procedure as well.

### 8.1.5. Stress testing {#sec0345}

Exercise testing is useful in assessing exercise capacity, identifying persistent ischaemia, and risk stratification for future cardiac events. Submaximal testing may be done in asymptomatic patients after 3--5 days and symptom-limited testing may be done in the same subset of patients after 5 days.

DANAMI-1[@bib0710] and SWISS[@bib0735] trials have demonstrated beneficial effects of PCI performed late after MI in patients with persistent ischaemia on stress testing. The INSPIRE trial[@bib0740] assessed use of myocardial perfusion imaging for defining initial patient risk and in guiding role of intensive medical therapy versus coronary revascularization for reducing the total LV perfusion defect and extent of scintigraphic ischaemia on SPECT imaging. Myocardial perfusion PET provides an option for patient groups who may be more difficult to image with SPECT MPI, including obese patients, women, patients with previous non-diagnostic tests and patients with poor LV function attributable to CAD considered for revascularization.

### 8.1.6. Myocardial viability {#sec0350}

In the VIAMI trial[@bib0745] patients not treated with primary or rescue PCI but otherwise in the non-high risk category were subjected to either invasive (PCI) or a conservative (ischaemia-guided) strategy if the infarct area was proven to be viable. Benefit in terms of composite end-points of death, myocardial infarction or unstable angina is seen at follow-up of 1 year and at long-term follow-up of median 8 years with initial in-hospital invasive strategy. The same investigators also reported in a sub-study of the trial on the influence of viability and revascuarization on left ventricular remodelling. Viability early after AMI is associated with improvement in LV function after revascularization. When viable myocardium is not revascularized, the LV tends to remodel with increased LV volumes, without improvement of EF. Absence of viability results in ventricular dilatation and deterioration of LVEF, irrespective of revascularization status.

Various modalities which can be utilized to assess myocardial viability are Thallium-201 or technetium--99 m SPECT, FDG-PET, dobtamine stress ECHO, dobutamine stress cardiac MRI and contrast enhanced MRI.

8.2. Reperfusion PCI in late comers with STEMI {#sec0355}
----------------------------------------------

### 8.2.1. Open artery hypothesis {#sec0360}

This hypothesis was first proposed by Eugene Braunwald in 1989 when he noted that patients with spontaneous recanalization of the IRA had fewer adverse events during following weeks and months. These effects are not likely to be attributable to small benefits in infarct salvage and probably arise from limitation of infarct expansion, reduction of LV remodeling development, scaffolding effect of reperfused vessel, a conduit for collateral vessel, improvement of blood supply to hibernating myocardium, increased infarct wound healing, development of contraction band necrosis rather that coagulation necrosis in infarcted myocardium, reduction of myocardial apoptosis, increased baroreceptor sensitivityand vagal activity and reduced ventricular arrhythmia. These mechanisms extended the time window of reperfusion to 12 h and possibly 24 h after onset of AMI. However, the period after 24 h of onset of AMI is more challenging. On the basis of OAT study,[@bib0750] routine PCI 3 days to weeks after AMI is not recommended for persistently occluded IRA in asymptomatic high risk patients, since higher reinfarction rates were seen in the PCI group and yet, no difference were seen between PCI and conservative groups in terms of event-free survival after median follow-up of 3.2 years or LV systolic function at 1 year. Subsequently, Abbate et al. performed a meta-analysis and systematic review of randomized trials (total of 3560 patients from OAT, SWISS III and several other small studies) ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}) comparing late PCI (defined as greater than 12 h from symptom onset) with medical therapy in haemodynamically stable patients with primary end-point of survival. PCI was associated with an overall improvement in survival with an odds ratio of 0.49 (95% CI:0.26-0.94). In addition, a greater improvement in cardiac function was observed over time in patients assigned to PCI than medically managed patients supporting the concept that late revascularization may reverse adverse cardiac remodelling over longer term ([Table 16](#tbl0080){ref-type="table"}).

Based on these trial results, it is also reasonable to expect that those with a totally occluded IRA on initial diagnostic angiogram are less likely to see a survival benefit from late revascularization than those with subtotal occlusions, unless there are other high-risk features such as inducible ischaemia or significant viability. It is likely that patients with subtotal occlusions are more likely than those with total occlusions to have ongoing ischaemia, which can predispose to further cell death. Late reperfusion probably beneficially interrupts this process and reduces the extent of adverse remodelling occurring in this setting. The BRAVE-2 study enrolled STEMI patients between 12 and 48 h and SPECT study at a median of 7.1 days showed a statistically significant reduction in final infarct size in those assigned to the invasive strategy. Thus, "not so later comes" 12 to 48 h) may stand to gain through reperfusion of hibernating myocardium in peri-infract region.

### 8.2.2. Challenges of late revascularization {#sec0365}

•Success rates, as defined by residual diameter stenosis \<20% and epicardial TIMI-3 grade flow, do not exceed 85--90%. On-going micro-vascular damage also interferes with TIMI-3 perfusion grades.•Total occlusion of an IRA is commonly associated with a significant thrombotic burden. The thrombus is at least partially organized and thus mechanically more resistant to guidewire recanalization.•However, paradoxically, peri-procedural complications occur only in a minority of patients with adverse coronary lesion features (e.g. unprotected left main lesion, true bifurcation disease and severe calcification) or heavy thrombus burden.•When thrombus is angiographically evident, aggressive antithrombotic therapy and thrombosuction prior to stent implantation may be helpful in minimizing distal embolization and recurrent myocardial infarction.•Remaining interventional strategy e.g. choice of bare-metal versus drug-eluting stents, use of debulking or imaging (IVUS or OCT), short versus long term dual antiplatelet therapy should be decided on a case to basis.

Overall, strategy for reperfusion with PCI for latecomers, with STEMI has been summarized in [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 17](#tbl0085){ref-type="table"}.

9. Routine in hospital management of patients with STEMI (other than reperfusion therapy) {#sec0370}
=========================================================================================

All patients with STEMI should be admitted to intensive coronary care units (ICCU). Though the initial emphasis is on the reperfusion therapy, the adjunct pharmacotherapy is no less important. Also the routine investigations and discharge medications need to be optimised.

The initial management of patients with STEMI includes admission to the ICCU for rhythm monitoring, hemodynamic monitoring and planning optimal reperfusion strategy. Routine management includes bed rest, analgesia, sedation, use of oxygen, antiplatelet therapy, anticoagulation, nitroglycerine, beta blockers, monitoring and management of arrhythmias, and recognition, evaluation and management of hemodynamic instability.

It is to be noted that more than 50% deaths related to STEMI occur suddenly, outside the hospital environment. The majority of these patients have ventricular fibrillation or pulseless ventricular tachycardia requiring cardiopulmonary resuscitation and direct current defibrillation for survival. With improved out of hospital resuscitation facility, more and more patients are expected to reach the hospital emergency services with ECG evidence of STEMI and varying degrees of neurological deficits due to cerebral hypoxia.[@bib0170]

9.1. ICCU and intermediate care unit {#sec0375}
------------------------------------

Managing STEMI patients in ICCU historically resulted in significant reduction in mortality even before the advent of reperfusion therapy. Coronary care units are equipped with cardio pulmonary resuscitation facility including defibrillators, temporary pacing, mechanical ventilator support and skilled personnel to recognize and initiate treatment for life threatening arrhythmias, institute hemodynamic monitoring and respiratory support. All STEMI patients should be observed for at least 24 h in the ICCU and then the hemodynamically and electrically stable patients with limited ST elevation myocardial infarction and those having successful coronary reperfusion may be shifted to the intermediate coronary care unit for next 24--48 h. The intermediate coronary care units should be equipped with telemetric ECG monitoring facility and resuscitation facility with skilled personnel for recognizing and instituting appropriate intervention for malignant tachyarrhythmias and bradyarrhythmias available in the immediate vicinity, at short notice. Electrically and hemodynamically unstable patients should be retained in the ICCU longer and decision to transfer should be decided on a case to case basis taking into consideration the electrical and hemodynamic status and occurrence of any mechanical complication.

### 9.1.1. General measures {#sec0380}

As acute STEMI is a major catastrophic illness, care must be exercised in communicating the nature of the illness, the prognosis, the management plan and risk factor modification, life style change, the overall impact on quality of life, physical activity, recreational activity and vocational rehabilitation in a graded manner during the hospital stay. Immediate concern is to provide a quiet hospital environment to allay fear, reduce anxiety, reduce sympathetic drive to prevent hypertension, tachycardia and ventricular tachyarrhythmias using analgesic sedation judiciously as and when necessary. Laxatives should be prescribed routinely unless contraindicated.

Early ambulation is recommended and can be as early as within 24 h of STEMI in stable patients with no hemodynamic or arrhythmic complications, permitting use of bedside commode, sitting upright in a bedside chair etc. It is also advisable to keep the patient fasting for a few hours and then initiate clear liquid diet in the initial 12--24 h to avoid problems of vomiting which is not uncommon in the setting of acute STEMI, often aggravated by drugs like morphine.

### 9.1.2. Oxygen {#sec0385}

Routine administration of supplemental oxygen is not recommended. Patients with arterial oxygen saturation consistently below 90--92% on room air, patients with ongoing chest pain and patients with heart failure should be administered oxygen to maintain oxygen saturation above 92%.High arterial blood oxygen tension can lead to both systemic as well as coronary vasoconstriction. The resultant increase in LV afterload and reduction in coronary perfusion can be detrimental to the patient in the setting of STEMI.

### 9.1.3. Analgesia {#sec0390}

Narcotic analgesics like morphine are preferred for relief of pain and anxiety. Morphine is administered intravenously in aliquots of 1 to 2 mg with close monitoring of arterial oxygen saturation and level of sedation and effort of breathing. It can be administered to a maximum dose of 10--15 mg I/V for an average adult. Assisted ventilation may be necessary if there is significant depression of the respiratory effort. Morphine can lead to significant venodilation and decrease in preload, and can be especially detrimental in setting of right ventricular MI, leading to profound hypotension. It is advisable to avoid morphine in setting of inferior wall MI with suspected RV MI on ECG. Hypotension can lead to reduced hepatic blood flow which can hamper metabolic degradation of morphine accentuating its pharmacological action. Excessive vagomimetic effects of morphine can be countered by administering intravenous atropine.

Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs other than aspirin are to be avoided in patients with STEMI as they are known to increase risk of adverse cardiovascular events including reinfarction, heart failure, and myocardial rupture.

### 9.1.4. Nitrates {#sec0395}

Nitrates cause epicardial artery vasodilation, systemic venodilation, and can relieve ischemia especially in the setting of coronary artery spasm. On admission with ongoing chest pain nitroglycerine can be administered as 0.4 mg sub- lingual and can be repeated for 3 doses over 15 min, closely monitoring the blood pressure. On-going ischemia is an indication for intravenous administration of nitro-glycerine starting at 10 μg/min. and titrating the dose as needed up to 50 to 100 μg/min. Nitro-glycerine may also be useful in reducing systemic hypertension especially if beta blockers are contraindicated.

Nitro-glycerine causes significant venodilation and preload reduction which can be detrimental in patients with inferior wall STEMI with RVMI. It can compound the effects of morphine which also reduces preload due to vanodilation. Patients who are dehydrated or volume depleted tolerate intravenous nitroglycerine poorly and hence volume status should be assessed carefully in the intensive care facility continuously, monitoring the central venous pressure whenever necessary. Nitroglycerine should not be administered if the systolic blood pressure is below 90 mm Hg, or severe bradycardia with hypotension (Bezold -- Jarisch reflex), especially in the setting of inferior wall STEMI and RVMI. Hypotension and bradycardia induced by nitrates can be reversed with intravenous atropine. Long acting nitrates are not recommended in the setting of STEMI. History of use of phosphodiesterase 5 inhibitors during the previous 24 h for erectile dysfunction is a contraindication for nitrate use.

### 9.1.5. Anti coagulation {#sec0400}

Anticoagulation with heparin is recommended for all patients with STEMI regardless of the reperfusion strategy (PCI or fibrin specific thrombolytic agents).[@bib0170] Unfractionated heparin is given as bolus 60units/kg(maximum 4000 units) and infusion 12 units/kg/hour(maximum 1000 units/h) to be titrated to maintain APTT in therapeutic range of 1.5 to 2 times control.

Low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) can be used instead of unfractionated heparin. The advantages are predictable action, ease of administration, superior bio availability, longer half life, non-requirement for laboratory monitoring in most clinical situations, and better outcome in randomized clinical trials for mortality as well as reinfarction (ASSENT3)[@bib0755] with a small increase in bleeding risk((TIMI 25 EXTRACT).[@bib0760] Enoxaparin is given as 30 mg I/V bolus followed after 15 min by 1 mg/kg S/C every 12 h. In patients aged \>75 years, I/V bolus is omitted and S/C enoxaparin dose is reduced to 0.75 mg/kg twice daily. If GFR Is \<30 ml/Min, Enoxaparin is administered as 1 mg/kg once daily.

Fondaparinux 2.5 mg I/V as the initial dose and 2.5 mg S/C on subsequent days during the hospital stay is an equally effective alternative in patients with normal renal function. Fondaparinux is not recommended for patients with serum creatinine more than 3 mg/dl or GFR \<30 ml/min. Patients planned for primary PCI or PCI during the course of hospitalization should receive additional unfractionated heparin before the procedure to reduce complications related to catheter thrombosis.

### 9.1.6. Beta blockers {#sec0405}

Various studies have confirmed the beneficial effects of beta blockers when introduced early in the course of STEMI with maximal mortality reduction in the first 24--48 h mainly by reducing re infarction and arrhythmic deaths.[@bib0170] Oral metoprolol can be initiated 25 mg soon after admission in all acute STEMI patients with no contraindications like heart block or hemodynamic instability such as hypotension and pulmonary congestion or reactive airway disease. Metoprolol tartrate, the short acting molecule can be initiated as 25 to 50 mg and repeated every 6 h. Routine use of intra venous beta-blockers is not recommended in view of higher incidence of pulmonary edema and cardiogenic shock in patients with large infarcts undergoing thrombolysis.

### 9.1.7. Anti platelet medications: (ref. to Section [7](#sec0235){ref-type="sec"}) {#sec0410}

#### 9.1.7.1. Aspirin {#sec0415}

160 to 325 mg chewable aspirin should be administered at presentation as soon as feasible on diagnosing STEMI and continued at a dose of 75 mg/day indefinitely. The mortality benefit of aspirin in myocardial infarction is as much as mortality benefit obtained by streptokinase (ISIS 2 study).[@bib0765] In an occasional patient with contraindication to aspirin (past history of significant adverse reaction to aspirin) clopidogrel can be administered instead.

#### 9.1.7.2. P2Y12 inhibitors {#sec0420}

It is recommended to administer a P2Y12 inhibitor immediately on admission and continued for one year unless contraindicated.[@bib0170] Patient requiring mandatory long term anticoagulant therapy as for atrial fibrillation and, mechanical heart valve replacement and chronic venous thromboembolic disease should have a shorter period of dual antiplatelet therapy (Aspirin + P2 Y12 inhibitors) limited to 3--6 months taking into consideration patient risk for recurrent thrombosis, the safety profile of the antithrombotic regime used, and bleeding risk.

The available P2 Y12 receptor inhibitors are clopidogrel loading 300 mg and 75 mg/day maintenance, prasugrel 60 mg loading and 10 mg/day maintenance for patients treated with PCI and ticagrelor 180 mg loading and 90 mg twice daily for patients planned for PCI. When fibrinolysis is the mode of revascularisation, then clopidogrel is the only option as the second antiplatelet with aspirin. A loading dose is not recommended in such situation when the patients age is above 75 years.

### 9.1.8. Statin {#sec0425}

#### 9.1.8.1. Statins {#sec0430}

Statins are routinely administered in high doses (high intensity statins: Atorvastatin 40 to 80 mg and Rosuvastatin 20 to 40 mg daily) for their LDL lowering action as well as pleotropic effects(34). Statins are continued indefinitely to achieve and maintain LDL levels less than 70 mg/dL.

### 9.1.9. ACE Inhibitors/ARB {#sec0435}

#### 9.1.9.1. Angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors {#sec0440}

All patients with anterior wall STEMI and depressed LV function and or heart failure with ejection fraction \<40% should receive ACEI(34) within 24 h of hospital admission. Use of ACE inhibitor should be considered to all other patients of STEMI. Patients intolerant to ACEI may be given ARB. Renal function and serum potassium should be closely monitored in all patients initiated on ACEI, ARB or aldosterone antagonists.

#### 9.1.9.2. Aldosterone antagonist {#sec0445}

Patients of STEMI with LVEF \<40% and features of heart failure or diabetes should be started on an aldosterone antagonist after ACEI and beta blockers are given.

### 9.1.10. Drugs/Interventions NOT found beneficial in acute STEMI {#sec0450}

Routine administration of magnesium or glucose insulin infusion is not recommended. Calcium channel blockers, especially the non dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers like verapamil and diltiazem should be avoided as they lead to LV dysfunction. However, in atrial fibrillation with fast ventricular rate and contraindication to beta blockers, verapamil or diltiazem may be administered cautiously in absence of LVF or hypotension. Short acting dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers can increase mortality in setting of acute STEMI and should be avoided.

9.2. Adjunctive therapies to limit myocardial infarction {#sec0455}
--------------------------------------------------------

Rapid advances in the treatment of AMI, mainly through timely reperfusion, have substantially improved outcomes in patients presenting with acute coronary syndrome and particularly ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction. Pharmacological interventions to prevent inflammatory response as well as prevent reperfusion injury have been demonstrated to be effective in animal studies. Cardio-protective agents like adenosine and natriuretic peptides have not been shown to be effective in limiting extent of myocardial necrosis in STEMI. Adjunctive pharmacotherapy to prevent inflammation (Monoclonal antibody against C5 component of complement) has not been found to be of benefit in setting of STEMI.

Presently, it is recommended to institute hypothermia in all resuscitated comatose patients with STEMI admitted to the hospital.

Simple physical methods like ischemic post conditioning by causing short duration repetitive ischemia and remote ischemic preconditioning by causing ischemia in other organs as limb muscles by application of tourniquets, have been shown in small studies to be beneficial, but currently not recommended in absence of large randomized control trials.

9.3. Role of CABG in STEMI {#sec0460}
--------------------------

Emergency CABG may be needed in STEMI patients when taken for primary angioplasty but the IRA is found to be unsuitable for PTCA, who have recurrent or ongoing ischemia, cardiogenic shock, severe heart failure or other high risk features. CABG is also indicated if surgical intervention is required for mechanical complications of STEMI.

10. Management of complications of STEMI {#sec0465}
========================================

10.1. Mechanical complications {#sec0470}
------------------------------

### 10.1.1. Left ventricular failure {#sec0475}

Heart failure in STEMI can be due to dysfunction of cardiac muscle due to ischemia, stunning, hibernation and cell death or due to mechanical complications like mitral regurgitation, ventricular septal rupture, and free wall rupture. Bedside echocardiography helps in quantifying LV function and identifying mechanical complications and thus helps plan definitive therapy. Heart failure warrants urgent coronary angiography and revascularization. Viability assessment may be needed before revascularisation if presentation is late and extensive cell death is likely.

Oxygen should be administered and blood gases need to be monitored. Continuous positive airway pressure or endotracheal intubation with ventilator support may be required. Intravenous diuretics and morphine help to reduce pulmonary congestion and allay anxiety. Intravenous nitro-glycerine should be used in all patients to reduce venous congestion and to bring the mean arterial blood pressure to a target of 70 mm of Hg. Intravenous SNP can be added if needed. Inotropic agents or assist device placement may be necessary to aid adding vasodilators. ACE inhibitors have to be given as they improve LV performance and decrease oxygen consumption by reducing afterload.[@bib0770] Levosemendan has shown benefit in acute heart failure following ACS. Eplerenone can be given to patients with left ventricular ejection fraction \< 40% and either diabetes or clinical signs of heart failure. Spironolactone can be used instead of eplerenone. Coexistent renal impairment or hyperkalaemia is a contraindication for eplerenone or spironolactone therapy.[@bib0775] Beta blockers should be used with caution.

### 10.1.2. Cardiogenic shock {#sec0480}

Of all cardiogenic shock 15% exist at presentation and 85% develop during hospitalization.

Inotropic and vasopressor agents are used to improve the mean arterial pressure. Dopamine and dobutamine improve cardiac hemodynamics but have not shown survival benefit. Dopamine may be associated with excess hazard.[@bib0780] If the patient remains hypotensive despite dopamine, a direct vasoconstrictor like nor-epinephrine can be added.[@bib0785]

Data on usefulness of IABP in cardiogenic shock are conflicting.[@bib0790] IABP when used in cardiogenic shock patients who were given Thrombolytic therapy was beneficial. When used in patients treated by primary PCI, there was neither a reduction of infarct size, nor any mortality or morbidity benefit.[@bib0795]

Routine use of IABP in all cases of shock is not be advocated. However, the use of IABP can help to add or up titrate vasodilator therapy.

Temporary mechanical support with left ventricular assist devices may allow time for recovery of stunned or hibernating myocardium.[@bib0170] However, experience in this setting is limited. Impella device and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation(ECMO) have also been used in this setting.

### 10.1.3. RV dysfunction and RV failure {#sec0485}

Right Ventricular MI and consequent RV dysfunction occurs in about 40% of inferior STEMI patients.RV MI and failure are identified clinically by hypotension, jugular venous distention with clear lungs and electrocardiographically by ST elevation in right sided leads. Echocardiography identifies and quantifies RV dysfunction. Severe right ventricular failure presents with a low cardiac output, oliguria and altered mental state. LV failure can coexist complicating fluid management.

Treatment hinges on maintenance of RV preload by fluid therapy targeting a CVP 15 mm of Hg and reduction of RV afterload. Preload reducing drugs like Nitrates and diuretics should be avoided.[@bib0170] Restoration of atrioventricular (AV) synchrony with dual chamber temporary pacing or cardioversion from AF should be done when needed. Patients with RV infarction and any bradyarrhythmia with loss of sinus rhythm will benefit from temporary AV sequential pacing. Longer AV delays around 200 ms and a heart rate of about 80--90 give the best hemodynamics.[@bib0770] RV dysfunction may need positive inotropes like dobutamine which helps to improve RV contractility.

Early revascularisation is crucial. Reperfusion of RV branches improves RV function and lowers 30 day mortality rate.[@bib0800], [@bib0805] RV assist device is indicated for patients who remain in refractory cardiogenic shock in spite of all measures.

### 10.1.4. Acute MR due to papillary muscle dysfunction {#sec0490}

Papillary muscle rupture \[PMR\] occurs in about 1% of patients with acute MI. PMR contributes to 7% of cardiogenic shock and 5% of mortality following MI. In 50% of the patients, infarct remains relatively small. Posteromedial papillary muscle is more commonly involved due to its single blood supply from RCA.

Prompt diagnosis, supportive measures, resuscitative management and early surgery is the key to salvaging the patient. Vasodilators and inodilators reduce the after load and regurgitant fraction and improve forward stroke volume. Sodium nitroprusside, nitro-glycerine, inotropes, morphine, ACE inhibitors and diuretics play a crucial role in pharmacotherapy. IABP[@bib0810] by decreasing afterload decreases MR and increases forward flow. Mechanical support with Impella device,[@bib0815] ECMO[@bib0820] and Ventricular assist devices[@bib0825] have been used with benefit in tiding over the acute crisis.

Coronary angiography is necessary as coronary revascularization along with mitral valve surgery is associated with improved short-term and long-term outcomes.[@bib0830], [@bib0835] Intra operatively mitral valve and sub valvar apparatus are inspected to identify evidence of ongoing progression of ischemic injury or evidence of papillary muscle necrosis, which should lead to mitral valve replacement. If not, attempt should be made to repair the mitral valve. With mitral valve replacement, preservation of the sub valvar apparatus is associated with improved survival.[@bib0840]

Prognosis with medical therapy alone for acute MR associated with STEMI is dismal.[@bib0830] In hospital mortality is about 70--80%.[@bib0845] In a large series of 116 patients operated for papillary muscle rupture, operative mortality was 26.9% and 15-year survival was 39%. Operative and long-time mortality was better when concomitant coronary revascularisation was done. 5-year mortality of the operative survivors \[20.6%\] was similar to that of age matched controls with uncomplicated MI.[@bib0850] Percutaneous mitral valve repair using Mitraclip has been used in salvaging patients with severe MR caused by papillary muscle rupture.[@bib0855]

### 10.1.5. Free wall rupture {#sec0495}

Rupture of the free wall occurs in 0.5--2% of STEMI patients. Incidence has come down in the era of reperfusion. Large acute ruptures of the free wall present as pulseless electrical activity and sudden death. Subacute and small ruptures present with pericarditis with rub, tamponade, low cardiac output state and hypotension. Transthoracic echocardiography shows pericardial effusion usually with echo dense intrapericardial shadows, with or without cardiac tamponade. Absence of pericardial effusion in a patient with AMI excludes the diagnosis of myocardial rupture. CT/MRI may also be useful in determining the extent of free wall rupture.

Mortality of unoperated complete rupture is 100%. Prompt recognition and surgery is the only treatment. Role of medical therapy is to maintain BP, enroute to surgery. This includes fluids, inotropic support, vasopressors, IABP etc. Pericardiocentesis is used for relief of tamponade to save life. It is not routinely recommended as there are concerns that it can increase the size of the rent,[@bib0860] by displacing thrombus and decompressing the contained rupture[@bib0865] leading to worsening of tamponade.

Surgery is to relieve tamponade, close the rent to stop bleed and prevention of a second rupture. Direct suture of the myocardium over the infarct zone with reinforcement using Teflon felt strip, or repair by excluding the infarcted tissue is done. Patch and glue technique has shown better results.[@bib0870] Simple patch and glue technique without coronary revascularisation was associated with better outcome.[@bib0875] Mortality rate among patients who reach hospital for surgical management remains 60%. Perioperative mortality is high and is around 33--55%.[@bib0880]

### 10.1.6. Pseudo aneurysm {#sec0500}

Pseudo aneurysm is caused by incomplete ruptures of the left ventricle, contained by organising thrombus and the pericardium, which forms the outer wall. It may remain small or undergo progressive enlargement.

2D echocardiography shows an aneurysmal bulge which communicates with the body of the left ventricle through a narrow neck. CT and MRI define the location and extent of the pseudo aneurysm to help plan surgical therapy. Clots inside the pseudo aneurysms can embolise. Spontaneous rupture occurs in 1/3rd of patients. Surgical intervention is required for all patients to prevent sudden death. Surgical repair is done with primary repair or patch closure. If possible the surgery can be delayed for 15 to 30 days, so that myocardial fibrosis that develops can facilitate the surgery.

### 10.1.7. Ventricular septal rupture {#sec0505}

Ventricular septal rupture develops in about 1--2% of STEMI. With early reperfusion therapy with fibrinolysis and primary angioplasty, the incidence has come down to less than 0.5% in most series. Anterior MI causes anterior VSR while Inferior MI causes a basal posterior VSR.

2D echo with color Doppler along with new onset harsh holosystolic precordial murmur clinches the diagnosis. TEE may offer additional information in some cases. The rupture could be large or small and serpiginous, which can become larger over time. Prompt treatment soon after the diagnosis is necessary even if the patient is hemodynamically stable.

Traditionally, surgical correction had been the cornerstone of therapy. Mortality rate in patients with VSD treated medically is 24% at 72 h and 75% at 3 weeks. With cardiogenic shock and multiorgan failure surgical mortality is increased. RV dysfunction and RV failure are poor prognostic indicators. Hence early surgery soon after the diagnosis, is the cornerstone of therapy. The lower mortality observed in patients operated later,[@bib0885] that led to a suggestion that corrective surgery could be delayed to improve the outcome, is now understood to be due to natural history selection bias, where stable patients are operated late leading to better outcome.[@bib0890] However watchful waiting to delay surgery in stable patients can improve surgical outcome

There are two common techniques used for repair of VSR, the Daggett and David procedures.[@bib0885], [@bib0895] Surgical mortality for basal VSR is higher \[70% vs 30%\] as it is technically more challenging.

Concomitant CABG is done after the surgery for VSR is completed.[@bib0900] Earlier studies showed CABG along with VSR repair did not confer mortality benefit.[@bib0905] Perotta et al. concluded that concomitant CABG is associated with improved 30 day and long term survival.[@bib0910] Hence, concomitant CABG is recommended for patients undergoing surgical repair of VSR.[@bib0915]

Percutaneous device closure of periinfarct VSRs are being increasingly reported, with good long term survival.[@bib0920] Good results are reported in acute settings too particularly in smaller defects[@bib0925] less than 10 mm is size. Device closure in large defects can be a bridge to definitive surgery by reducing the left to right shunt and improving the hemodynamics.[@bib0930]

### 10.1.8. Ventricular aneurysm {#sec0510}

Ventricular aneurysm formation after STEMI occurs in about 5--38% of patients. It occurs 5 times more frequent in those with anterior infarction. Incidence rates have declined with timely reperfusion and myocardial salvage.[@bib0935] Anticoagulation is given for patients with mural thrombus. Refractory heart failure or refractory ventricular arrhythmias or recurrent thromboembolism in patients with aneurysms is an indication for surgical repair like Dor procedure.[@bib0940] These procedures are also performed in some centres along with CABG, aiming to redcue LV diastolic volume and improve ejection fraction.

10.2. Arrhythmic complications of STEMI {#sec0515}
---------------------------------------

Various kind of tachy and brady arrhythmia complicate the course of STEMI.

### 10.2.1. Tachyarrhythmia associated with MI could be supraventricular or ventricular {#sec0520}

#### 10.2.1.1. Supraventricular tachyarrhythmia {#sec0525}

Supraventricular arrhythmia more likely to be due to due to excessive sympathetic stimulation, atrial stretch due to LV or RV pressure or volume overload, pericarditis, atrial infarction, hypoxia, electrolyte abnormalities, underlying pulmonary disease than ischemia.

Atrial fibrillation is the most common supraventricular arrhythmia and it occurs in about 8--22%. Contemporary studies have shown lower incidence of about 6.3%.[@bib0945] New onset AF in STEMI is associated with higher incidence of cardiogenic shock, stroke and 90 day mortality. Rate control can be achieved by intravenous beta blockers or calcium blockers. Intravenous digoxin is used in patients with LV dysfunction/failure. Unstable patients need direct electrical cardioversion. With late presentation, which is common in India, the duration of AF may be unclear or more than 48 h. In this setting, TEE should be done to rule out LA clot, before cardioverting. Atrial flutter in this setting can be cardioverted with 50 J synchronised DC shock. Intravenous amiodarone may be used if there is recurrence of atrial fibrillation/flutter.

Sinus tachycardia does not need a specific therapy. Management of the inciting cause is the therapy of choice.

Atrial premature complexes should not be treated. Predisposing factors like electrolyte imbalance should be looked for and corrected.

#### 10.2.1.2. Ventricular tachyarrhythmia {#sec0530}

Ventricular premature complexes, hemodynamically stable non-sustained VT and accelerated idioventricular rhythms that come after reperfusion are not indicative of increased SCD risk and do not require specific therapy in the acute phase of STEMI.[@bib0170] Betablocker should be started early as it reduces ventricular arrhythmia.

In GUSTO I trial of thrombolysed patients, 10% had sustained VT, while in APEX AMI study in patients undergoing primary PCI, only 5.7% had. 90% of these were within 48 h. Patients with very early VT within completion of Primary PCI had a 2 fold increase in mortality compared to those without VT; Patients with VT after Primary PCI but within 48 h of STEMI had a 5 fold increase in mortality.[@bib0245] Polymorphic VT occurs in 0.3% of STEMI.[@bib0950] It is associated with ischemia or reperfusion. Sustained monomorphic VT\[SMVT\] is associated with a permanent arrhythmic substrate and is associated with higher in hospital mortality and long term recurrence.

Primary VF is VF that occurs within 48 h. It is not often associated with recurrent ischemia or heart failure. In GUSTO-1 Study[@bib0245] in hospital SMVT and VF were associated with higher in hospital mortality. But only SMVT was associated with higher post discharge one year mortality. Electrical cardioversion must be given for VF and pulseless VT. Intravenous amiodarone can be given for those who have VT with normal BP. Ongoing ischemia, residual ischemia, electrolyte and acid base abnormalities should be corrected

VT/VF that occurs beyond 48 h in the absence of reversible ischemia, reinfarction or metabolic abnormalities is an indication for ICD implantation, before discharge.[@bib0170] Radiofrequency catheter ablation may be offered to patients with recurrent symptomatic SMVT despite medical therapy, incessant VT/VT storm not due to a reversible cause, Bundle branch reentrant VT, interfascicular VT, recurrent refractory sustained polymorphic VT and VF with a suspected trigger like partially injured purkinje fibres.[@bib0955]

### 10.2.2. Bradyarrhyrthmias {#sec0535}

#### 10.2.2.1. Sinus bradycardia {#sec0540}

Sinus bradycardia is common in inferior and posterior MI due to reflex cholinergic stimulation. No specific treatment is needed if there is no hypotension or bradycardia triggered ventricular ectopy. Atropine can be used to raise the target HR to around 60 beats/min.

#### 10.2.2.2. First-degree AV block {#sec0545}

No specific treatment is required, however continued monitoring is important, as it can progress to higher degrees of block. Betablockers must be used with caution and avoided if PR interval is \>240 ms.

#### 10.2.2.3. Second-degree AV Block {#sec0550}

Mobitz type I (Wenckebach) Second-degree AV block is due to AV nodal ischemia. No special treatment is needed. Atropine can be used if needed.

Mobitz type II Second-degree AV block is due to infra Hisian ischemia. It often progresses to complete heart block, and hence needs temporary pacing.

#### 10.2.2.4. Third-degree AV block {#sec0555}

Complete AV block (CAVB) in inferior infarctions is due to supra-Hisian or intranodal ischemia. It has a stable narrow QRS escape rhythm with rates exceeding 40/min in 70% of cases. It often responds to atropine, particularly if it developes in the first 6 h. Pacing is needed with lower escape rates, hypotension, pump failure and ventricular ectopy and if CAVB develops later in the course of STEMI.

CAVB in anterior infarction is due to extensive septal necrosis involving the bundle branches and associated with attendant high mortality. It is often preceded by an intraventricular block and often a type II second degree AV block. Escape rhythm is unstable with wide QRS complexes and rates less than 40 beats/min. Ventricular asystole may occur suddenly. Pacing in anterior wall MI has not shown survival benefits. However, it protects against asystole and against transient hypotension, which can extend the infarction and precipitate malignant ventricular arrhythmia.

### 10.2.3. Indications for permanent pacing after STEMI[@bib0960] {#sec0560}

1.Symptomatic persistent 2nd or 3rd degree AV block2.Persistent infra Hisian 3rd degree AV block3.Persistent second degree AV block in the His-Purkinje system with alternating bundle-branch block4.Transient advanced second- or third-degree infra nodal AV block and associated bundle-branch block

10.3. Ischemic complications of STEMI {#sec0565}
-------------------------------------

Recurrent chest pain may be due to re-occlusion of recanalized vessel or thrombotic/mechanical occlusion or new ischemia at non infarct related artery or extension of occlusion to neighbouring vessels/side branches. Post infarction discomfort due to ischemia has come down to about 5% due to aggressive approach of recanalization like primary PCI or PI PCI and usage of anti thrombin, anti platelet drugs.[@bib0965]

10.4. Inflammatory complications {#sec0570}
--------------------------------

### 10.4.1. Pericarditis and pericardial effusion {#sec0575}

Pericardial effusion associated with pericarditis are usually small and rarely progress to tamponade except the one associated with rupture of walls. They generally resolve slowly over a period of time. Anticoagulation is often stopped on detection of pericardial effusion. However, anticoagulation can be continued if strongly indicated.

Aspirin in doses of 650 mg 4 hourly is used for treatment of chest discomfort associated with pericarditis. NSAIDs and steroids are to be avoided, as they interfere with scar formation.

### 10.4.2. Dressler syndrome (Post myocardial infarction syndrome) {#sec0580}

This delayed pericarditis usually occuring 1 to 8 weeks after infarction is of unknown etiology, probably autoimmune. Associated malaise, fever, leukocytosis and elevated ESR point to the diagnosis. Dressler syndrome responds well to aspirin 625 mg 4 hourly. NSAIDs are used for treatment. Recurrent cases may need colchicine. Steroids can be used if symptoms are severe.

10.5. Thromboembolic and bleeding complications {#sec0585}
-----------------------------------------------

### 10.5.1. Venous thrombosis & pulmonary embolism {#sec0590}

Deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism are uncommon in infarcts due to early mobilization and discharge. However, they can happen in sicker patients who need prolonged bed rest and hospitalization. Deep vein thrombus from the lower extremities is a more likely source of pulmonary embolism, than a thrombus formation over the area of RV dysfunction.[@bib0780]

Early mobilization and optimization of anticoagulation does help in prevention. When deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism develops, management is similar to the patients without myocardial infarctions.

10.6. Left ventricular thrombus & arterial embolization {#sec0595}
-------------------------------------------------------

Mural thrombus occurs in about 5 to 20% of patients, more common in those with large infarcts. About 10% of them can embolize resulting in stroke, renal infarcts, mesenteric ischemia, peripheral limb ischemia etc. Those in whom mural thrombus has been detected in the first 2 to 3 days often have a worse prognosis.[@bib0970]

Anticoagulation with intravenous heparin should be started in the absence of bleeding to maintain an aPTT around 60--70 s. Since these patients need long term oral anticoagulation for about 3 to 6 months, warfarin should be started soon to reach target INR of 2 to 3, overlapping with heparin. Heparin should be continued till INR is in range.

10.7. Bleeding complications {#sec0600}
----------------------------

Bleeding is associated with increased risk of mortality, with hazard ratio ranging from 1.6 for minor bleed to 10.6 for major bleed in a large meta-analysis.[@bib0975]

All attempts should be made to prevent bleeding. Due consideration for age, sex, body weight, renal function, liver function, should be given while planning anticoagulant, antiplatelet and Thrombolytic drugs Due attention should be given to sheath size, catheter size, sheath removal, ACT etc while planning PCI. Radial access is associated with reduction in bleeding complications.

Intracranial haemorrhage warrants stopping all anticoagulant and antiplatelet drugs. Neuroimaging and neurosurgical consultation should be organised.

Suspected retroperitoneal bleed warrants prompt CT imaging of abdomen and pelvis. Often conservative management should suffice. Vascular interventional or surgical management may be needed. Gastrointestinal bleed may warrant urgent diagnostic cum therapeutic endoscopic procedures.

Protamine, fresh frozen plasma, prothrombin complex concentrates, activated factor VII and platelets can be used as necessary.[@bib0980], [@bib0985] However, it is important to note that no particular therapy is associated with improved survival in intracranial haemorrhage.[@bib0990], [@bib0995]

Blood transfusion in acute MI setting had been shown to be associated with increased morbidity and mortality. So in the absence of ongoing ischemia, transfusion should be avoided unless the haemoglobin level is \<8 mg/dl.[@bib0170]

10.8. Psychosocial complications {#sec0605}
--------------------------------

65% of patients with STEMI report symptoms suggestive of depression, and 15--22% of them have major depression. 36--60% of the patients continue to have depressive symptoms beyond 1 month of MI.[@bib1000]

STEMI patient should be evaluated for depressive symptoms and guided appropriately. Counselling and behaviour therapy will help in milder cases. Antidepressant medications should be considered if the depression is severe, persistent or recurrent depression, if there is family history of depression and if the patient is not able to cooperate with psychotherapy.[@bib1000]

AHA advisory states that selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) antidepressants-sertraline and citalopram, are safe antidepressants for patients with MI on the basis of randomised controlled studies.[@bib1005] Use of SSRIs post MI has shown to have 42% decrease in mortality or recurrent myocardial infarction in a post hoc analysis of the an non randomised study Enhancing Recovery in Coronary Heart Disease Patients (ENRICHD) study.[@bib1010]

In our country where large segment of STEMI occurs in the rural population, the economic impact of STEMI on the family can be substantial. Every attempt should be made to help them through the available social security systems and NGOs involved in helping such families.

11. Secondary prevention and rehabilitation after STEMI {#sec0610}
=======================================================

Lifestyle changes after MI greatly improves prognosis in randomized trials and in observational studies. A meta-analysis by Wilson et al. on smoking cessation after a myocardial infarction showed a relative risk reduction for coronary mortality of 46% and a Cochrane meta-analysis published in 2003 found a 36% reduction in all-cause mortality.[@bib1015]

However, the EUROASPIRE IV, conducted in 24 European countries, demonstrated a high prevalence of unhealthy lifestyles like smoking and little or no physical activity; uncontrolled modifiable risk factors like hypertension, obesity, diabetes and dyslipidemia; and underutilization of drugs with proven benefits for secondary prevention. Also, only 50.7% of post MI patients had been advised to participate in a cardiac rehabilitation or secondary prevention program.[@bib1020]

Secondary prevention and rehabilitation after STEMI should start as soon as the patient comes with the first medical contact after a STEMI. Though the priority during the acute event is revascularization and tackling the complications, the secondary prevention in terms of healthy life style and initiation of long term drugs should start simultaneously. The advantages of this period are that the patient is most motivated to accept the changes in life style like cessation of smoking and dietary modifications; he is a captive learner in the hospital bed and also the initial tolerability of the drugs are easily assessed while the patient is in hospital.

As the second MI always carries a worse prognosis than the initial event and the rate of a second MI is quite significant, the importance of the secondary prevention cannot be over emphasized. The key medicines need to be started, the doses need to be optimized and the duration of therapy must be clearly explained to the patient.

Rehabilitation after an MI is part and parcel of comprehensive management of STEMI. The ultimate goal of STEMI management is to send back the patient to his pre STEMI physical and psychological health. To that end, structured rehabilitation program plays a very important role.

11.1. Secondary prevention after STEMI {#sec0615}
--------------------------------------

Secondary prevention after STEMI involves life style management and drug therapy. Both are complementary to each other.

### 11.1.1. Smoking {#sec0620}

All people should be strongly advised to stop smoking after an MI. Professional counselling should be offered. If the patient is unwilling to accept counselling, pharmacotherapy like nicotine patch is an alternative. Passive smoking is also harmful and work environment needs to be modified to avoid passive smoking.

#### 11.1.1.1. Diet {#sec0625}

A healthy diet to prevent cardiovascular disease is equally advisable for primary as well as secondary prevention settings. A Mediterranean-style diet based on brown bread and rice, fresh fruits and vegetables, fish and lean meat, and oil rich in monounsaturated and polyunsaturated oil like mustard oil/barn oil is recommended as far as practicable. It is recommended to avoid red meat, cheese, butter, refined carbohydrates and deep fried food. Recently the Food and Diet Advisory committee in the USA has declared that whole egg, prawn and full fat dairy products do not adversely affect cardiovascular health. Avoidance of trans-fat and consumption of diet rich in fresh fruits and vegetables is highly recommended. Beta carotene and other antioxidants as well as folic acid supplement have no proven role in primary or secondary prevention of MI. Diet needs to be based on local habits, cultures, availability and affordability to be of any meaningful impact on the health of the individual or community. Total calorie must be adjusted to attain the ideal body weight which is a BMI of 20--25 kg/m2 and a waist circumference of 94 cm for men and 80 cm for women. Of course, physical activity is as important as diet in this respect.[@bib1025]

Key dietary recommendations are:-•Plenty of vegetable/fruit intake•Avoid simple sugar -- should be replaced by natural complex sugar•Avoid trans fat and excess of saturated fat•Increase fibre content of food -- non refined cereals•Avoid all processed food including processed meat•Balanced oils like mustard oil is recommended•Avoid excess salt•Calorie intake limitation to optimize body weight

### 11.1.2. Alcohol {#sec0630}

Though there is a notion that alcohol is good for heart, it is never recommended to start alcohol to keep the heart healthy. However, people who drink alcohol may continue to do so. Although there is no strong data to suggest moderate alcohol consumption has harmful effect in patients with STEMI but the writing committee feels that alcohol consumptions should be discouraged especially in patients with LV dysfunction and binge drinking should be prohibited.

### 11.1.3. Physical activity {#sec0635}

It is recommended that a regular aerobic physical activity of 20 to 30 min a day for at least 5 days a week is good after STEMI, if there is no significant heart failure. The exercise should be of that intensity which makes the person mildly breathless. Those who are unaccustomed to exercise before the MI should be preferably taken up in a supervised exercise program in a gradually increasing fashion. If exercise capacity is more than 5 METs without symptoms, the patient can return to routine physical activity. If not, patient should start at 50% of his maximum exercise capacity and gradually build up.

Exercise training should start at 2 h per week of aerobic exercise at 55--70% of the METs or to the onset of symptoms.

Practice of Yoga although advocated has limited scientific evidence.

### 11.1.4. Pharmacological therapy {#sec0640}

Certain drugs have proven benefits for secondary prevention after a STEMI and those should be given and aimed to be given to the highest recommended doses unless they are contraindicated or not tolerated. These include aspirin, a second antiplatelet drug (clopidogrel, prasugral or ticagrelor), statin, beta blocker and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor (ACEI) or an angiotensin II receptor blocker (ARB) if ACEI is contraindicated or not tolerated.

### 11.1.5. Antiplatelet {#sec0645}

Aspirin at a daily dose of 75 mg is recommended after all MI and that need to be continued indefinitely. In case of aspirin intolerance (eg, allergy), single therapy with clopidogrel is recommended. In people with high risk for peptic ulcer disease a proton pump inhibitor(PPI) is recommended prophylactically. With clopidogrel use, omeprazole may be replaced by other PPIs.

Apart from the loading dose of the second antiplatelet agent in the acute phase of STEMI, the second antiplatelet agent should be continued for at least 1 year after STEMI. The doses are 75 mg daily clopidogrel, or 10 mg daily prasugrel or 90 mg twice daily ticagrelor.

Both after implantation of a bare metal stent and drug eluting stent, the minimum duration of DAPT recommended is 12 months. In low bleeding risk people, it may be extended beyond 12months. On the other hand, in patients with oral anticoagulants or with high bleeding risk the duration may be shortened to 6 months. Prasugrel should not be used in people with high bleeding risk and with a history of stroke or TIA. Patients with STEMI who received thrombolytic therapy but no stent, clopidogrel is the recommended P2Y12 inhibitor and it should be used for ideally 12 months or more.

### 11.1.6. ACEI/ARB {#sec0650}

ACEI should be started after a STEMI as soon as the patient is hemodynamically stable. (vide Section [10.2](#sec0515){ref-type="sec"}) Special indications for ACEI where the benefits are maximum are anterior MI, MI with clinical left ventricular failure (LVF) and MI with left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) below 45%. Diabetic has special indication for ACEI. ACEI should be continued indefinitely.

ACEI should be started at a low dose and rapidly escalated to the target dose, at most within 4 to 6 weeks. Renal function and electrolytes must be checked at baseline and then every 7 to 14 days during the drug titration period. Once stable, an annual check-up is usually sufficient. Blood pressure should be cautiously monitored giving special attention to postural hypotension. In case of deteriorating renal function (serum creatinine increasing by more than 30% of the baseline), dose need to be decreased or sometimes, the drug may need to be withdrawn.

Hyperkalemia may be prevented by co-prescription of a thiazide or loop diuretic.

Those who cannot tolerate ACEI should be treated with an ARB, exercising the cautions against renal function deterioration, hyperkalemia and hypotension as for ACEI. A combination of ACEI and ARB is not recommended.

### 11.1.7. Beta blockers {#sec0655}

Every patient with STEMI must be started on a beta blocker, unless contraindicated, as soon as the patient is hemodynamically stable after an MI. and to be continued for at least three year. In presence of left ventricular systolic dysfunction or left ventricular failure, beta blocker should be continued indefinitely. The maximum tolerated approved dose should be targeted to be achieved. Special co-morbidities may dictate choice of beta blockers.

### 11.1.8. Statins {#sec0660}

It is now universally accepted that all patients with cardiovascular disease including STEMI require high intensity statins, in the form of atorvastatin 40 to 80 mg daily or Rosuvastatin 20 to 40 mg daily, with an aim to reduce LDL cholesterol to below 70 mg/dl or by more than 50% from the baseline.

The statin should be continued indefinitely in the same dose, if tolerated. Periodic check up for liver function (ALT, AST) and myopathy (serum CPK) are no longer recommended in absence of symptoms and high risk status. A base line check of AST or ALT should be done. After 6 to 12 weeks a second estimation may be done. If a rise of more than 3 times the upper limit of normal is documented then a primary cause for liver disease should be sought. The statin dose is reduced to check if the enzymes improve. In certain cases, statin may have to withdrawn and restarted very cautiously at a lower dose and may be with a different agent.

In presence of muscle symptoms, estimation of serum CPK is indicated and if the value exceeds 10 times of normal, the statin is withdrawn and is usually contraindicated to be restarted. Certain high risk groups of patients like old age, female sex, low body weight, chronic kidney dysfunction, hypothyroidism, vitamin D deficiency need to be more closely watched for statin induced myopathy.

If the target dose of statin or the target LDL cholesterol value is not achieved due to side effects, then ezetimibe may be added to a lower dose of statin. PCSK-9 inhibitors are the newer agents but are yet to be approved in STEMI setting.

Low HDL cholesterol is a perpetual risk factor for ischemic heart disease but no pharmacological agent has been proved to be of clinical benefit till date. Life style modifications with physical exercise, avoidance of obesity and certain food like nuts help in raising the HDL cholesterol in a beneficial manner.

High triglyceride (TG) levels are proven risk associates for ischemic heart disease. But the clinical benefit of reducing TG with drugs is controversial. Once hyperglycemia, dysthyroidism, nephrotic syndrome and other causes of high TG are excluded or treated, a value above 200 mg/dl may be addressed with a fibrate.But none of them has any evidence of benefit in post STEMI situation. Fibrate if used with statin needs to be carefully monitored for renal function deterioration. However, if serum TG level is above 500 mg/dl, then the treatment is necessary to prevent pancreatitis and a fibrate is the drug of choice here.

### 11.1.9. Calcium channel blockers {#sec0665}

Calcium Channel Blockers have no role in routine treatment after an MI. However, in presence of hypertension, tachycardia or angina, verapamil or diltiazem may be used if beta blockers are contraindicated. But they should not be used in presence of left ventricular dysfunction or left ventricular failure.

11.2. Other anti-anginal drugs {#sec0670}
------------------------------

Potassium Channel Activators like Nicorandil, fatty acid oxidation inhibitor like Trimetazidine, late I~Na~ inhibitor like Ranolazine and I*~f~* inhibitor like Ivabradine which are used in chronic stable angina, have no proven benefit in the post STEMI scenario.

### 11.2.1. Aldosterone antagonists: (vide Section [10.2](#sec0515){ref-type="sec"}) {#sec0675}

Spironolactone and Eplerenone should be considered in patients with acute MI with left ventricular systolic dysfunction or left ventricular failure to be initiated within 3 to 14 days of the MI, preferably after ACE inhibitor therapy.

Renal function and serum potassium need to be monitored before and during treatment. If hyperkalemia is a problem, the dose of the aldosterone antagonist need to be halved or the drug may have to be withdrawn permanently.

11.3. Comprehensive cardiac rehabilitation {#sec0680}
------------------------------------------

All patients should be offered a cardiac rehabilitation program after STEMI. It involves structured exercise training, healthy life style advice, psychosocial counselling and specific problems met by individual patients in going back to their occupation, sports and recreation and sexual life.

Cardiac rehabilitation programs should be flexible with a range of options, and patients may attend all or some of those as per their clinical needs. If a patient has cardiac or other conditions that may worsen during exercise, these should be addressed beforehand. In some situations, the exercise may be supervised by an appropriately qualified healthcare professional. Patients with left ventricular dysfunction who are stable can safely be offered the exercise component of cardiac rehabilitation.

Cardiac rehabilitation should be imparted in a non-judgemental, respectful, and culturally sensitive manner.

11.4. Sexual activity {#sec0685}
---------------------

After complete recovery from an uncomplicated MI sexual activity does not impose any extra risk for a second MI or MI related complications. However, an average period of 4 weeks should be given before resuming sex life. For treating male erectile dysfunction a phosphodiesterase type 5 (PDE5) inhibitor may be considered only after 6 months, and then also it should not be used if the person is taking a nitrate or nicorandil, for chance of precipitous drop of blood pressure.

11.5. Driving {#sec0690}
-------------

Every country has its own regulations regarding licensing for driving light vehicle, heavy vehicle and public service vehicles. Those norms must be strictly followed. There are separate regulations for special occupational groups like air craft pilots.

11.6. Conclusion {#sec0695}
----------------

Structured cardiac rehabilitation and secondary prevention programs reduce further cardiovascular event rates, promote healthy behaviour pattern, and improve active lifestyles. Improved survival has been found for all types of CAD patients, independent of the intervention modality.[@bib1030], [@bib1035] It compares favourably in terms of cost effectiveness analysis as well.

To be useful a secondary prevention and cardiac rehabilitation program after STEMI should address the following issues in a sensitive and committed manner.

CARDIAC REHABILITATION•Health education and information requirements•Encouraging patients to attend•Exercise component•Psychological and social support•Sexual activity•Sports and recreation

LIFESTYLE CHANGES•Changing diet (e.g., Mediterranean-style diet)•Physical activity for 20--30 min a day•Alcohol consumption•Smoking cessation•Weight management

PHARMACOLOGICAL THERAPY•Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors•Dual antiplatelet therapy•Beta-blockers.•Statins
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###### 

Average time delay from the onset of symptoms to the first medical contact in the various ACS Registries from India.

Table 1

  Symptoms Onset to Presentation Time In India   
  ---------------------------------------------- --------------
  George et al (JAPI, 2001)[@bib0120]            10
  Rajagopalan et al (NMJI,2001)[@bib0125]        10
  Malhotra et al (IHJ, 2003)                     8.5
  OASIS-2 (IHJ, 2001)[@bib0090]                  10.8
  CREATE (Lancet, 2008)[@bib0040]                6 (median)
  Kerala ACS (EHJ 2011)[@bib0045]                4.5 (median)
  HP Registry[@bib0030]                          13
  NE Registry[@bib0035]                          10

###### 

Key features of Epidemiology of STEMI in India.

Table 2

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  •The incidence of STEMI appears to be increasing in India.•STEMI is the predominant form of ACS in India.•STEMI occurs at an average of 10 years earlier in Indians as compared to Western counterparts.•Even in India eight established coronary risk factors accounted for 89% of STEMI. However, Indian patients with STEMI had lower LDL cholesterol levels than others.•The case fatality rates of STEMI are higher.•STEMI imposes a large financial burden on families, with out-of-pocket expenditure up to 9 times their total household expenditures.
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

ECG Changes at presentation in STEMI.

Table 3

  Typical
  --------------------------------------------------------------------
   ST Elevation (at least 2 contiguous leads)
  •2 mm (0.2 mV) in men or 1.5 mm (0.15 mV) in women in leads V2--V3
  •1 mm (0.1 mV) in other contiguous chest leads or the limb leads
   New or presumably new LBBB

  Atypical
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   STEMI in Evolution
  •Hyperacute T-wave changes
   Evolving/Evolved STEMI
  •Q waves with T wave inversion with variable ST elevation
   Posterior wall MI
  •ST depression in 2 precordial leads (V1--V3) + positive T waves in V1
   Left main or proximal left anterior descending artery occlusion
  •ST depression in multiple leads with ST elevation in lead aVR and V1(aVR \> V1: left main, V1 \> aVR: proximal LAD)

###### 

Criteria to diagnose STEMI in presence of LBBB.

Table 4

      Criteria                                              Score
  --- ----------------------------------------------------- -------
  1   ST-elevation ≥ 1 mm and concordant with QRS complex   5
  2   ST-segment depression ≥ 1 mm in lead V1, V2, or V3    3
  3   ST-elevation ≥ 5 mm and discordant with QRS complex   2

###### 

Recommendations for ECG

Table 5

  Indications:
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1\. Chest pain
  2\. Acute pain anywhere from jaw to umbilicus (beyond 20 years of age)
  3\. Atypical symptoms of STEMI
  4\. Unexplained acute breathlessness, hypotension and hemodynamic collapseo

  Recommendations
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1\. A 12-lead ECG to be performed in all patients with suspected STEMI
  2\. Presentation to ECG diagnosis of STEMI -- \< 10 min
  3\. A low threshold for performance of ECG in patients likely to present with atypical symptoms
  4\. Continuous ECG monitoring should be started as soon as possible
  5\. Right precordial leads (V~3~R, V~4~R) must be recorded in patients with inferior wall MI
  6\. True posterior wall MI may be diagnosed as ST elevation (\>1 mm) in additional lateral chest leads V~7~ -- V~9~

  Recommendations
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1\. Repeat ECG -- 10 min, 30 min and as needed
  2\. Compare with previous ECGs for even subtle changes
  3\. Troponin I or T to guide therapy
  4\. Echocardiogram for regional wall motion abnormalities 2.
  5\. Emergency coronary angiography if high index of suspicion of STEMI
  6\. CT angiogram only if aortic dissection or pulmonary embolism to be ruled out

###### 

Role of Biomarker Testing in STEMI.

Table 6

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Indications for Troponin Testing
  •Early Troponin testing to guide reperfusion
    Asymptomatic ECG changes
    Non diagnostic ECG changes
    Presumably new onset LBBB without fulfilling STEMI criteria
    Paced rhythm
    Post CABG with non diagnostic ST elevation
  •Quantitative serial Troponin testing in all STEMI patients to estimate infarct size and prognosis
  •Troponin T or I levels are the most specific and sensitive tests
  •Collect blood sample at presentation
  •Often the biomarkers need to be repeated when the diagnosis of STEMI is uncertain
  •Negative Troponin assay at 12 h after symptom onset practically excludes STEMI
  •Know the limits and cut offs of the assay used in your hospital
  •hs Troponin assay enables very early diagnosis
  •A repeat hs Troponin assay may be ordered within 2--3 h
  •A rise or fall in serial Troponin assay is more specific for an evolving ischemic injury
  •CK-MB testing may be done when Troponin is not available or in late presenters to estimate infarct size
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Killip Classification for STEMI risk stratification.

Table 7

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1\. Class I: No evidence of heart failure
  2\. Class II: Findings of mild to moderate heart failure (S3 gallop, rales \< half-way up lung fields or elevated jugular venous pressure
  3\. Class III: Pulmonary edema with rales \> half-way up lung fields
  4\. Class IV: Cardiogenic shock defined as systolic blood pressure \< 90 mmHg and signs of hypoperfusion such as oliguria, cyanosis, and sweating
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Reasons for Delay in STEMI Care.

Table 8

  ---- ------------------------------------------------------------------
  1    Lack of awareness of symptoms
  2    Attribution of symptoms to gastro-intestinal disorders
  3    Self medication
  4    Family members' inability to appreciate the gravity of situation
  5    Silent or painless MI
  6    Delays in call for medical attention/ambulance
  7    Transportation difficulty-especially in rural areas
  8    Inaccessibility of remote areas to medical care 24 × 7
  9    Poor telemedicine technology
  10   Delay in hospital/ambulance response times
  11   Poorly trained paramedics/technicians
  12   Poorly equipped ambulances
  13   Transportation/traffic delays
  14   Lack of primary PCI facilities
  15   Lack of round the clock staff and cath lab access
  16   Economic affordability/lack of health insurance schemes
  17   Delays in patient consent
  ---- ------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Reperfusion utilization in various Indian STEMI/ACS Registries.

Table 9

  Study                  Total number   Proportion of STEMI (%) among ACS   Thrombolysis (%)\*   STK (%)^\#^   TNK & Others (%)^\#^   PCI (%)\*
  ---------------------- -------------- ----------------------------------- -------------------- ------------- ---------------------- -----------
  CREATE[@bib0040]       20,937         60.6                                58.5                 96.3          3.7                    8
  Kerala ACS[@bib0045]   25,748         37.0                                41.4                 84.8          15.2                   12
  HP ACS[@bib0030]       5180           45.5                                35.6                 \....         \....                  0.9
  North East[@bib0035]   704            72.4                                39                   98.7          1.3                    14.7

\*Proportion of STEMI patients, ^\#^Proportion of thrombolysed patients.

###### 

Thrombolytic Agents Approved For The Treatment Of STEMI.

Table 10

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Agent                 Bolus                Dose                                                                                                                  Adverse Effects                                                                                               Fibrin Specificity   Efficacy (TIMI 2 or 3 flow at 90 min)
  --------------------- -------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- ---------------------------------------
  Streptokinase (STK)   No                   1.5 million unit given intravenously over 30--60 minutes                                                              Might cause severe hypotension. Allergic reaction. (+nce of anti-Bodies) Avoid re exposure within 6 months.   No                   60 to 68%

  Tenecteplase (TNK)    Yes                  30 mg for weight 60 kg; 35 mg for 60--69 kg; 40 mg for 70--79 kg; 45 mg for 80--89 kg; and 50 mg for 90 kg            --                                                                                                            +++                  85%

  Reteplase (rPA)       Yes (double bolus)   10U + 10U intravenous boluses given 30 min apart                                                                      --                                                                                                            ++                   84%

  Alteplase\            No                   Bolus 15 mg, followed by infusion 0.75 mg/kg (maximum 35) over the next 60 min; total dose should not exceed 100 mg   --                                                                                                            ++                   75--84%
  (rt-PA)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Contraindications to Thrombolysis.

Table 11

  Absolute                                                                           Relative                                                                    No Contraindication
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------
  Previous ICH or stroke of unknown origin at any time                               Transient ischemic attack in the preceding 6 months                         Menstruation
  Ischemic stroke in the preceding 6 months                                          Oral anticoagulant therapy                                                  Acute Ischemic stroke within 4.5 h
  CNS damage or neoplasms or AV malformation                                         Pregnancy or within 1 week postpartum                                       
  Recent major trauma/surgery/head injury (within the preceding 3 weeks)             Refractory hypertension (systolic \>180 mmHg and/or diastolic \>100 mmHg)   
  GI bleeding within the past month                                                  Advanced liver disease                                                      
  Known bleeding disorder (excluding menstration)                                    Infective endocarditis                                                      
  Aortic dissection                                                                  Active peptic ulcer                                                         
  Non-compressible punctures in the past 24 h (e.g. liver biopsy, lumbar puncture)   Prolonged or traumatic resuscitation                                        

###### 

Major Trials of PI Strategy.

Table 12

                            Trial                                                                                                                                                                    Methods                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Conclusion
  ------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  GRACIA-2[@bib0405]        Grupo de Analysis de la Cardiopati 'a Isque' mica Aguda-2                                                                                                                RCT in 211 STEMI patients, comparing full-dose TNK followed by stenting within 3--12 h of randomization (early routine post fibrinolysis angioplasty; 104 patients) with primary stenting with abciximab within 3 h of randomization (primary angioplasty; 108 patients                       PI approach, resulted in better myocardial reperfusion and TIMI 3 flows compared to primary PCI despite performance of a delayed PCI.
  TRANSFER-AMI[@bib0410]    Trial of Routine Angioplasty and Stenting After Fibrinolysis to Enhance Reperfusion in Acute Myocardial Infarction                                                       Total of 1100 patients with high-risk STEMI presenting to non-PCI centres randomized to a PI strategy (transfer for routine PCI within 6 h of fibrinolysis) or to standard treatment after fibrinolysis.                                                                                      The benefits of PI strategy were seen to exceed those of standard treatment.
  FAST-MI[@bib0415]         French Registry on Acute ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction                                                                                                              Real world and follow-up data up to 1 year of 1714 patients.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  PI strategy yields early and 1-year survival rates that are comparable to those of primary PCI.
  WEST[@bib0420]            Which Early ST-elevation myocardial infarction Therapy                                                                                                                   Open-label, randomized, feasibility study of 304 STEMI patients comparing the effect of TNK and usual care (Group A), TNK and mandatory invasive study in 24 h, including rescue PCI for reperfusion failure (Group B) and primary PCI with 300 mg loading-dose of clopidogrel (Group C).     Pharmacologic regimen rapidly delivered, coupled with routine coronary intervention within 24 h of initial treatment, may not be different from timely expert PCI.
  NORDISTEMI[@bib0425]      Norwegian Study of District Treatment of STEMI                                                                                                                           266 patients with STEMI living in rural areas with more than 90-min transfer delays to PCI were treated with TNK, and randomized to immediate transfer for PCI or to standard management in the local hospitals with early transfer, only if indicated for rescue or clinical deterioration   Immediate transfer for PCI reduced the rate of death, reinfarction, or stroke at 12 months in patients with STEMI, treated with thrombolysis.
  CARESS-in-AMI[@bib0430]   Immediate angioplasty versus standard therapy with rescue angioplasty after thrombolysis in the Combined AbciximabREteplase Stent Study in Acute Myocardial Infarction   Open, prospective, randomised, multicentre trial of 600 patients treated with half-dose reteplase and abciximab.                                                                                                                                                                              Immediate transfer for PCI improves outcome in high-risk patients with STEMI when compared to transfer only if indicated.
  STREAM[@bib0435]          Fibrinolysis or Primary PCI in ST-Segment Elevation Myocardial Infarction                                                                                                1892 patients with STEMI were randomized to either PI group or primary PCI group                                                                                                                                                                                                              PI strategy resulted in effective reperfusion in patients with STEMI who presented within 3 h after symptom onset.

###### 

Recommendation for selection of reperfusion strategy.

Table 13

  Recommendations:
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  For patients within 12 h of symptom onset and with persistent ST-segment elevation or new or presumed new left bundle branch block, early mechanical or pharmacological reperfusion should be performed as early as possible
  The reperfusion therapy should be considered if there is clinical and/or electrocardiographic evidence of ongoing ischaemia, between 12 and 24 h. Primary PCI is preferred in these patients
  Routine PCI of a totally occluded artery \>24 h after symptom onset in stable patients without signs and symptoms of ischaemia is not recommended
  Primary PCI should be performed in patients with STEMI and ischemic symptoms of less than 12 h' duration who have contraindications to thrombolytic therapy, irrespective of the time delay from FMC
  Primary PCI should be performed in patients with STEMI presenting with cardiogenic shock, hemodynamic and electrical instability irrespective of time delay from symptom onset
  Thrombolytic therapy is recommended within 12 h of symptom onset in patients without contraindications if primary PCI cannot be performed by an experienced team within 120 min of FMC(preferably within 90 min)
  Fibrin specific agents have some advantages over streptokinase but are more expensive and not widely available. Whereas Streptokinase is cheap, easily available and is the most frequently used thrombolytic agent in India. However, the final decision of choice of thrombolytic agent is at the discretion of the treating physician and the patient.
  All thrombolysed patients should be considered for PI therapy within 3--24 h, if feasible.
  All patient with failed thrombolysis should undergo prompt Rescue PCI

###### 

Summary of Management of STEMI in PCI non- capable center.

Table 14

        Summary --
  ----- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1\.   PCI non-capable centres in India are an important component in delivery of effective STEMI care.
  2\.   They can be of a wide spectrum in terms of their nature ranging from small clinics with a GP, and small nursing homes with physicians to larger hospitals. On basis of management strategy they are broadly of two types −PCI non-capable centres that do an ECG and transfer and PCI non-capable centres which do an ECG, thrombolyse the patients and then consider transferring them to a PCI capable centre when feasible.
  3\.   They help in early diagnosis, triaging, initiating immediate pharmacotherapy and giving supportive treatment, thrombolysing (if so deemed) and transferring patients.
  4\.   Thrombolysis can be initiated by a Qualified Medical Person at a centre where facility of ECG, defibrillator and resuscitation measure are available.
  5\.   5\. Occasionally they may be the sole centre offering thrombolysis and/or medical management.
  6\.   They need to act in tandem with other components of STEMI care for effective patient care.

###### 

Factors to be considered in selection of Reperfusion therapy in STEMI presenting at a PCI capable hospital.

Table 15

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Eligibility factors                   Feasibility factors
  ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  Time since onset of STEMI\            Operational catheterization Lab.\
  Thrombolysis status\                  Economic Feasibility\
  Presence of chest pain\               Consent and care takers available or not
  Hemodynamic/electrical Instability\   
  Cardiogenic shock\                    
  Acute heart failure                   

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Randomized clinical Studies of Late Perfusion more than 24 h after onset of AMI.

Table 16

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Randomized Clinical Studies Of Late Reperfusion More Than 24H After The Onset Of AMI                                                                                                                             
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study                                                                                  No of patients reperfused:+/−   Method of reperfusion   Time to reperfusion           Sustained patency reperfusion:+/−   Overall outcome

  Topol et al, TAMI-G                                                                    71, 34/37                       tPA+/−PTCA              12--40 h                      60%/30% at 0 months                 Negative (mortality, LV volume, LV systolic function at 0 months)

  Dzavik V et al\                                                                        44, 25/19                       PTCA                    5--42 days, mean 21 days      43%/19% at 4 months                 Negative (clinical outcomes, LV size and CT at 4 months, positive in the subset LVEF at 4 months
  TOMIIS                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  Horie et al                                                                            83, 44/39                       PTCA                    \>24 h                        86%/13% at6 months                  Positive (LV volume at 6months; death, recurrent MI, congestive heart failure at 56months)

  Yousef et al                                                                           66,32/34                        Stenting                3days- 5 weeks: mean-26days   81%/19% at 12 months                Greater LV dilation but improved exercise tolerance and QOL with reperfusion at 12 months

  Steg et al\                                                                            212,109/103                     Stenting                2--15days                     83%/34% at 6months                  Improved LVEF but no difference in clinical outcomes at 2 years
  DECOPI                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  Hochman et al. OAT                                                                     2166,1082/1084                  Stenting                3--28 days, median 8 days                                         Negative (event free survival at 4 years)

  Dzavik V et al\                                                                        381, 150/136                    Stenting                3--20 days; median 10 days    83%/25% at 1 year                   Negative (LVEF at 4 years; trend towards less LV dilation in reperfusion)
  TOSCA-2                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Principles in Late presenters.

Table 17

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  •Given the complexity and variety of possible factors in the spectrum of stable patients presenting late with acute myocardial infarction, we propose a patient-tailored approach and a management strategy based on the existing limited evidence.
  •Late revascularization presents special challenges to the interventional cardiologist, requiring careful analysis of patient and angiographic variables to determine the most appropriate strategy
    
  **In patients presenting beyond 24** **h**
  •Patients presenting with hypotension, pulmonary edema, electrical instability and ongoing ischemia should undergo coronary angiogram and revascularization.
  •Stable patients with diabetes and LVEF \<40% should undergo a coronary angiogram for risk stratification. A PCI may be appropriate if patent (\<100%) but having significant narrowing of IRA is identified.
  •A totally occluded IRA in asymptomatic patients should be opened only if myocardial ischemia or viability is proven.
  •Stable patients without diabetes and LV EF \>40% should undergo a stress test prior to hospital discharge. Coronary angiogram and revascularization are recommended if high risk features, myocardial ischemia or viability are shown.
  •Stable asymptomatic patients presenting beyond 3 days from symptom onset who have total occlusion of the IRA and no evidence of severe silent ischemia showed no difference between revascularization and conservative management in overall mortality or major adverse clinical events in the Open Artery Trial
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
